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ABsTRAcT

“When a school district decides to buy new school buses, it is usually understood that sot
other line items in the budget must increase, too. The district will have to purchase more
gasoline, allocate more money for parts and maintenance, anti hire more drivers. Insurance
premiums might go up, and over time, the bus eventually will have to be replaced with a newer
model. But when it comes to purchasing computers and installing’ new technology, too many
school leaders believe their job is done once their schools are wired and a brand-new
multimedia PC sits on every fifth desktop. In fact, the job is only beginning” (Fitzgerald’, 1999).

The citation above naturally leads one to pose the following question: Which are the

most important cost-factors to be included in the total cost of ownership of an efficient

computer network within a tertiary educational institution environment? This is our research

question. A new financial tool called Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) has been developed for

this purpose. The idea got under way in the mid-i 980s, when computers became popular and

widely used in many areas of business. TCO represents all of the costs involved with installing.

operating, and maintaining a network of computers over a period of time.

Our basic assumption was that TCO can provide a financial statement reflecting the

cost of acquisition and of all aspects involved in the further use ai~d maintenance of a computer

network in a tertiary educational institution. Therefore, this study assessed the TCO of

computer networks in tertiary educational institutions, taking as a case study three tertiary

educational institutions in Kigali (Rwanda), namely, the Kigali Institute of Education (KIE).

the Kigali Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) and the Université Libre de Kigali

(ULK). The ultimate aim of this study was to propose a structured methodology to perform a

TCO analysis for the adoption of computer networking. TCO analysis varies among

companies. and different consultants use different models and formulas to calculate it. in this

study, the TCO was evaluated (i) in terms of directs costs related to networking itself

(hardware and software acquisition, retrofitting costs, operations and technical support,

administration and professional development; ‘(ii) in terms of indirect costs, i.e., costs related to

the loss in productivity when users have to stop and fix their own computers or the network is

down because of poor maintenance.

Our major recommendations contain a number of factors to he taken into account in order to

control and, consequently, reduce each of the above mentioned cost categories.

Sara Fitzgerald is the project director of the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN), a nonprofit coalition of
school districts, state and regional educational groups and networks, corporations and education organizations in
the USA that promotes the use of telecommunication in order to improve learning experience in K 2 ~lassrooms
(primary and secondary education).



CHAnR ONE

GEI41Eta~L INmODucTI0N

1.0 Introduction

The first chapter of this study consists of a general introduction. In this chapter, after giving a

view on the historical and pragmatic background of the study, the researcher proceeds by

stating the research problem which immediately leads to the research question. The research

question is followed by a glimpse into what would be the way forward in order to arrive at the

answer of the postulated question. Next, the chapter spells out the objectives of the study,

followed by the significance of the study and the definition of the key concepts contained in

the title of the study.

1.1 Background of the Study

(‘omputers have kept an upward trend in terms of usage. Back in I 960s, people wondered who

would want a computer for his office or his home! Computers were too voluminous, too

expcnsive and using them was very complicated. However, as computers evolved, they became

smaller, cheaper and easier to use. Today, almost all forms of business rely on computer

technology to assist them in almost every area of corporate life including processing data,

storing information, working out complex mathematical problems, tracking inventory, among

other functions performed by those “intelligent” machines.

Moreover, the advent of computers have inaugurated a new era in the telecommunication

sector. Recently, our society has been introduced to different ways of communication through

computers that are connected to each other (computer network). A computer network is a way

of connecting different computers to allow passing information f~om one computer to another

or sharing other resources such as printers and scanners. The commonly known and

widespread form of computer networks is the Internet. Before the Internet was invented and

popularized, people had to go to the post office and mail documents or information



people in the world, a process that would take too much time compared to what it takes

an electronic mail. Today, through the computer networks, we now have

communicate with anybody throughout the world in matter of minutes.

\\ hcreas this rapid and widespread evolution of information and communication technology

(ICT) during the last 40 years has been beneficial in many areas of corporate life, at the same

time it has brought in several challenges to top corporate management. As institutions adopted

new technology also new problems cropped, thus leading to the need of innovative ICT

management. The most challenging area in ICT management has always been to track the total

cost of ownership (direct and indirect cost of acquisition and maintenance) of its specific ICT

equipment. which means, it has been no small task for most companies to clearly identify and

calculate the full range of costs involved in the ownership of their ICT equipment. This

explains why many companies are expressing today the need for a well-defined strategic

process to achicve an accurate picture of the true cost of ownership of an investment in an ICT

project.

In this regard, educational institutions do not constitute an excepfion. Today, there is growing

evidence that ii technology is incorporated wisely in educational institutions, it can improve

the learning experience relative to the traditional way of teaching. Thus, educational

institutions are devoting more and more financial and human resources to the task of

incorporating technology into the classroom. However, when an institution purchases

computers or installs a network, the cost of the hardware is only one small part of the expenses

it can expect in subsequent years if it is going to use those technological resources effectively.

In other words, if educational institutions don’t properly plan for their technology budgets,

there may not be enough money available to provide lecturers with adequate training, to

maintain ne~~ computers or to replace them when they become obsolete. Institutions may fail to

budget for increases in power consumption or necessary improvements in their physical plant.

They may connect their computers to the Internet, but forget about the additional

telecommunications costs associated with making that connection. As a result, an educational

institution’s investment in technology could fall short of its expected return. As one analyst

rightly puts it, there is need for shifting from the question: “How do we get more computers in

‘C
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our institution?” to the more challenging question: “How can we afford to keep them?’

(Slonaker. 1998).

1.2 Research Problem

The above considerations lead to the formulation of the following research problem.

The use of information technology in tertiary educational institutions is rapidly increasing in

developing countries. Bu4 sometimes, these Institutions are ill prepared to cater for the entire

range offinancial requirements in relation to their technology investment. This is mainly due

to the fact that many institutions fail to understand and calculate the total cost of ownership

(TCO) vis-à-vis an IT investment Instea4 they base their buying decisions on the Total Cost of

Acquisition Analysis (7CM) which, however, varies dramatically against the TC~ In fact,

whereas the latter Includes costs that are Incurred throughout thie entire ljfe cycle of the ICT

project the former limits itsejfto only providingfor the initial investment Consequently, these

institutions manage to gather the needed resources from a variety ofsources including one

time grants and donations for the initial lnvestmen4 but once the acquisition budget has been

obtaine4 they come to realize that the actual Implementation of the ICT project enshrines

many more additional costs than those included In the initial budget For instance many ofthe

building hosting such Institutions are found to be built some time back an4 consequently,

requiring important modifications in order to accommodate current andfuture technological

needs. Moreover, In the majority of cases, operating costs, costs related to maintenance and

technical support are often not properly budgeted for by educational Institutions. Also, the

ltarious ICT resources In use differ In models, ages, and other characteristics and this

increases the complexity and the cost ofmanaging those resources efficiently. Therefore, the

kick ofproper budgetary practices in tertiary educational institutions leads to poor allocation

qfresources an4 ultimately, to the system ~r Inefficiency.

1.3 Research Question

The research problem stated above naturally leads one to pose the following general research

question in relation to the cost of an investment in a computer network in a tertiary educational

institution:



H Inch are the ‘nod important costs which are incurred throughout the entire

c’//Icic’iit coinpit/er network within the environment of a Icr//GO educational inst i/u/ion

(/L’~L’lopi!1g iiorld?

Faced with the need for a tool capable of measuring the cost of a technology investment,

Gartner Group. a leading information technology research and advisory firm in the USA,

developed, in 1 987, what is today commonly known as the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Gartner defines TCO as a comprehensive set of methodologies, models and tools to help

organizations better measure and manage their IT investments (Gartner, 2006). The TCO

analysis’s goal is, therefore, to help consumers and enterprise managers assess all the costs

(direct and indirect) rclated to the purchase and ownership of any capital investment.

especially, an IT investment. Likewise, the basic assumption of this study was that l~CO
analysis allows measuring the cost of acquisition and of all aspects involved in the furthcr use

and maintenance of a computer network in a tertiary educational institution.

1.4 Objectives

1.4. 1 General Objective

The general objective of this study was to determine the cost-components of the Total Cost of

Ownership (TCO) of a computer network in a tertiary educational institution, taking as a case

study three institutions in Kigali (Rwanda), namely, the Kigali lns~titute of Education (KIE). the

Kigali Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) and the Université Libre de Kigali (ULK).

1.4.2 Specific Objectives

l’he specific objectives of the study were to:

I Evaluate the importance of the following cost-categories as regard to a computer network

in a tertiary education institution:

• 1 1 lardwarc acquisition

1 .2 Soflware Acquisition

1.3 Retrofitting of the physical site

1.4 Operations and technical support
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1.5 Administration and professional development

2 Evaluate the importance of the following cost-categories as regard to a computer network

in a tertiary educational institution

2.1 End-users’ operations

2.2 Downtime

3 Determine whether or not there exist a significant relationship between the first group of

cost-categories (direct costs) and the second ground of cost-categories (indirect costs).

4 Provide a number of recommendations based on the findings of the study.

By conducting this study with these objectives in mind, our aim was to come up with a

framework within which tertiary educational institutions would be enabled to calculate their

own TCO. Tn order to achieve this, we chose to highlight important cost factors of TCO (taking

into account particular circumstances of an educational institution in a developing world) that

~vi11 help those institutions improve the way they manage their technology assets, adopt best

practices. and simplify the management of information technology resources.

1.5 Significance of the Study

First of all, as it can be drawn from the background of the study. the findings of this study will

be useful for all the organizations which have invested or intend to invest in a computer

network. In other words, the findings of this research will be of value for buyers of TT

equipment looking for ways to lower existing costs by comparing their results with those of

other similar buyers. Vendors or suppliers of this new technology too would benefit by using

comprehensive TCO data in order to refine their products and services with the goal of

lowering itO and increasing overall customer value.

Secondly. findings of this study will be useful for decision makers in public and private

administration. It will provide them with an instrument to compare costs between the

organization set-up before, during and after computer networkinj by surfacing costs hidden in

a usual income statement However, this study will be based on the peculiar context of selected

universities in Kigali, Rwanda. Therefore, any generalization of the results and

this study ~silI need to take this into consideration.
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liiirdlv. a TCO assessment can help government institutions, on the one hand, to clctermii

level of efficiency of the ICT investment in terms of marginal benefits to beneficiaries. 0:

other hand, knowing costs involved in computer networking and connectivity implementation

can help minimize the expenses involved in the local administration of the country. In fact, in

R~vanda like in Uganda, through the c-government initiative, participants in various sectors are

striving to use ICT to prompt changes in the standards and delivery of local government

services and, more importantly, in the way citizens interact and participate in governance.

Voluminous paperwork, delays in service delivery and stifling bureaucracy can soon be a thing

of the past, if new ICT plans, including networking and connectivity, are efficiently

implemented across the country. A TCO assessment can facilitate an efficient implementation

of this government’s project.

Finally. the research results will be useful for the researcher. In fact, in addition to contributing

to his academic achievement, the research itself represents an exciting opportunity of

exploration into a not much known, and yet extremely relevant, field of financial management

oriented towards managing information and communication technblogy.

1.6 Definition of Key Concepts

Before proceeding further, it is convenient to make explicit the meaning and the scope of two

major technical terms encountered in the title of this study. namely, the “computer network”

and the “total cost of ownership”.

1.6. 1 Computer Network

A computer network can be defined as two or more computers linked together to share

information and resources. A Local Area Network (LAN) covers a limited area (a single site.

usually within one building), and facilitates the sharing of information and of resources such as

printers and scanners. A Wide Area Network (WAN) is a network that spans a relatively large

geographical area, incorporating more than one site. In this case, connections are made using

methods such as telephone lines and modems, ISDN lines and ISDN terminal adapters. radio

waves or satellite links. A network where dedicated comppters handle the

I “a
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information and resources is known as a server-based network, and a network

~~orkstation can share information and resources is known as a peer-to-peer

(GTSlcarning. 2002).

1 .6.2 Total Cost of Ownership

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is a financial estimate designed to help consumers and

enterprise managers assess direct and indirect costs related to the purchase of any capital

in\cstmcnt. T~O analysis originated with the Gartner Group in 1987 and has since been

developed in a number of different methodologies and software tools. A TCO assessment

ideally offers a financial statement reflecting not only the cost of purchase but all aspects in the

Further use and maintenance of the equipment, device, or system considered. This can include a

variety of costs factors such as the costs of training support personnel and the users of’ the

system. costs associated with failure or outage (planned and unplanned), diminished

performance incidents (i.e., if users are kept waiting), costs of security breaches (in loss of

reputation and recovery costs), costs of disaster preparedness and recovery, floor space,

electricity, development expenses, testing infrastructure and expenses, quality assurance,

incremental i~rowth, decommissioning, and more (Wikipedia, 2006). Therefore TCO is

sometimes referred to as total cost of operation. When incorporated in any financial benefit

analysis (e.g., NPV, ROT, TRR, etc.) TCO provides a cost basis 1br determining the economic

value of that investment.



CHAPTER Two

THEoRY

2.0 Introduction

This chapter consists of three major sections. The first section gives a theoretical framework in

which the researcher. first, attempts to give a concise definition of what is referred to as a

financial cost, second, gives a general classification of costs and, third, talks about the

importance of the cost analysis. In the fourth instance, the researcher introduces the notion of

total cost of ownership (TCO) as a relatively new financial tool for measuring the full range of

costs for any investment. The second section is constituted by the conceptual framework

whereby the researcher strives to examine various TCO models from which he induces a new

TCO model judged to be the most appropriate for a computer network in a tertiary educational

institution. In the third and last section of this chapter the researcher gives a historical

background of various TCO models, draws a contrast between the TCO and the Life Cycle

Costing (LCC) as two financial methods aiming at calculating the full range of costs for a

product or an investment and, finally, he spells out some of the major weakness of the TCO.

2. 1 Theoretical Framework

This section is a presentation of the financial theory of cost. as w~ll as a general classification

of costs. which will lead us to understand better the notion of total cost of ownership (TCO).

2.1.1 Financial Cost: Definition

In his hook entitled Managerial Accounting, Pandey (1999) dedicates the entire fifth chapter to

the theory of cost. Pandey defines “cost” as “a foregoing measured in money terms, incurred or

potentially to he incurred for a specific purpose” (Pandey. 1999). Thus, costs are incurred for

au object. ~\ cost object may be a product. a group of products, a department. a (livision. a

machine. an order or a job. According to the same author, the basic purpose of cost

determination is the inventory valuation and profit determination. In addition to this, cost data

are very useful in financial decision-making. They are required [hr making (lecisions such as
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/~ ~‘G~pricing, volume, make-or-buy, replacement, product mix, and assets acquisitions. Co~~

also aid in planning and control and performance evaluation (Pancley, 1 999).

It has to be noted that the terms “cost” and “expense”, though sometimes interchangeable, ~o ~ ~

not exactly mean the same thing. Expenses are expired costs (those which have already been

used to generate revenue) while unexpired costs are known as assets. Expired costs are also

known as revenue expenditures, and unexpired costs as capital expenditures (Pandey, 1 999).

2.1.2 General Classification of Costs

According to the same author (Pandey, 1999), costs may be divided into two general

categories: direct and indirect. Direct costs are those which can he identified directly with a

cost object. The cost of’ cables used to connect two computers is an example of a direct cost.

Indirect costs are those which cannot be identified with a cost object. For example, the Chief

Information Officer’s salary may be an indirect cost for the IT Department if the organization’s

structure wants him to be included among the top management personnel and paid from the

common costs section. In this research, the term “indirect costs” will he technically used to

ref~r to the costs related to the loss of productivity due to the time wasted when end-users are

troubleshooting their own problems and due to the system downtime.

Another classification of costs is product costs and period costs. Those costs which attach to

units of’ finished goods are called product costs. Period costs are incurred for a time period

whether or not products are manufactured. For instance, the cost incurred to acquire tangible

hardware assets can be classified among “product costs” whereas the monthly salary of

technical support personnel would be qualified as a “period cost” since it is incurred

independent of’ whether or not he/she has rendered any particular service during that specific

month.

For planning and control purposes, four important classifications of costs are made, and these

include: (i) budgeted and standard costs, (ii) fixed and variable costs, (iii) controllable and non

controllable costs, and (iv) differential and managerial costs. A standard cost is a

predetermined cost under given operating conditions, For instance, we can say that for an

educational institution, the cost of acquiring and connecting a multimedia PC to the

information superhighway is UGX 5 million per year in an institution hosting more than 2
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thousand end-users. On the contrary, budgeted costs are those costs which are expected to he

incurred for the planned activities of an enterprise for a specified period. Using the same

example, the institution administration may decide to budget for UGX 5.5 million or less

according to the availability of funds. As we can see, standard costs are used as a basis for

fl~rmulating budgets. They also constitute an important managerial tool of controlling costs and

evaluating performance (Pandey, 1999).

Variable costs are those costs which change in total indirect proportion to changes in volume

or level of activity. For instance, fees dedicated to professional development such as the salary

of the training staff is classified as a variable cost. Fixed costs are those which remain constant

in total with changes in volume of activity. For example, the internet connection fee to an

internet service provider (ISP) over a given period may remain the same irrespective of the

number of users who access the internet within an institution (assuming that the changing

number of end-users doesn’t make it necessary to change the connection bandwidth).

Controllable costs are those costs which can be influenced to a real and significant extend by

the authority or action of an individual at a specific responsibi]ity level within a specific time

span. Consequently, non-controllable costs are those costs which are not subject to the direct

authority and actions of an individual (responsibility center) at his level of responsibility. This

means that the individual or the responsibility center has no influence over their incurrence.

For a responsibility center, controllable costs would generally include material costs, labor cost

and those overhead which it can control (Pandey 1999).

Sometimes, financial situations involve choosing between various alternatives. In such a

situation, differential cost is the difference between total costs of two alternatives. Differential

cost is sometimes known as incremental cost. But since the difference between two projects

ina~ be an increase or a decrease, the appellation “differential” is more appropriate than

“incremental”. For example, an institution may contemplate betveen utilizing technologically

savvy lecturers and students for technical support or outsourcing for the same purpose. Since

each option has a cost, the decision should be made on the basis on the differential cost of the

two options. Sometimes, economists use the term marginal cost for differential cost.

Technically speaking (in accounting), marginal cost refers to the change in variable cost with

the assumption that fixed costs remain constant. For instance the increase in
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population within an institution may cause a change in IT operational costs (hiring

lecturer). This action may change the total cost of IT investment without having chang

capital investment. The change which occurred (expressed by one unit, i.e., per cvcry ne

student) is ref~rred to as “the marginal cost in IT investment following the enrolment of one

new student”.

2. 1.3 Importance of Cost Analysis

One important objective of the cost accumulation is to determine unit cost of a product and

determine the price of the product. In a firm with various divisions, therefore, all costs will

have to be identified with the unit of a product. Thus, indirect or common costs will have to he

allocated. ~l’lie steps involved in the cost allocation arc: (i) to divide cost centers into

production and services; (ii) to assign direct costs to respective cost centers: (iii) to distribute

common (indirect) costs to cost centers on some logical and equitable bases; (iv) to distribute

total cost of service cost centers to production cost centers; (v) to change costs of production

cost centers to the units of product on some logical basis (Pandey, 1 999). The basis for cost

allocation to product could be the number of units produced or labor hours and/or machine

hours used. It should be realized that allocation methods may suffer from biases and

arbitrariness. I lowever, cost allocation remains important in the financial management of any

firm, and the same logic is followed in allocating different costs before the computation of the

~lCO of an IT investment.

2.1.4 TCO, a New Financial Concept

A relatively new cost concept is referred to as the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). In many

areas of business companies are increasingly aware that costs incurred are often greater than

the price of a specific commodity. For example, the total cost of a library software incurred by

a Universit is more than the purchase price of that application in as much as other factors are

taken into account including the time spent selecting the appropl’iate application to purchase,

purchasing activity, installation, training time for employee(s), maintenance and repair over the

lilb of the product, upgrading costs, and possibly disposal costs (upgrading to a new program).

All those factors, and sometimes more, are components of the real cost of the software.

—-
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2.2 Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework will outline the relationship between the variables, in this case, the

relationship between various cost—factors included in the ‘FCO analysis. Many consumers,

businesses, governments and, inevitably, educational institutions fail to understand and

calculate TCO of their IT equipment. In some circumstances they rely on the Total Cost of

Acquisition analysis (TCA) to make buying decisions, However, it has to be born in mind that

TCO varies dramatically against TCA and usually TCO is far more relevant in determining the

viability of any capital investment because it directly relates to a business’s total costs across

all projects and processes.

Nevertheless, the TCO analysis doesn’t go without challenges. One of the most challenging

issues in TCO computation is the identification of the major cost factors, the quantification of

those factors and their translation into a particular currency value. In fact, what cost factor is

included into the calculation of the TCO depends on the specific case and is generally driven

by common sense. For instance, the type of costs involved in networking cli ffcrcnt branches of

a multinational Commercial Bank will differ from those included in connecting Computers on a

uiii\ersi iv campus. I ~i kewise. the type of costs I inked with the ownership of computer so (in are

I not he he same as those linked with the ownership of’ hardware equ pmcnls. I’ or I his

reason, there have been a variety of TCO models as shown in the table below.

~w

fE’LJEP ~



IDCTCO_mode~ _______________________ _____________________ _______________

\‘.C h

file workload Z ______________________________ ________ _______________ ______________________

print work load

[ net\vorking worklo~ ____________________________ _____________________

Secu~’~~’orllogcl _______________ _____________ _____

~ail~~’orkloac1__

As we can observe from the above given table, there arc as many TCO models as there arc IT

analyst Orms. In order to know more about these different models, it will be of great interest to

consult (IDC. 2005) for the International Data Corporation model, (SAP, 2005) for the SAP

model, (CoSN. 2001) for the Consortium for School Network mOdel and (Gartner, 2003a) for

the Gartner Group model. The limited scope of this study doesn’t allow a thorough

comparative study of these various models. In the present study, the researcher strived to

examine the different traditional models in order to identify cost factors which can be typically

identify with a computer network of a tertiary educational institution within the context of the

developing world. In this regard, seven cost-factors have been retained, i.e., hardware

acquisition, software acquisition, retrofitting the old buildings, technical support and

operations, administration and professional development, end-users’ operations and downtime.

While the first five cost categories are referred to as the direct costs, the last two cost

categories are referred to as indirect costs. Direct costs, on the one hand, are a direct measure

of the costs included in the institution’s financial statements as regard to the computer network.

Indirect costs, on the other hand, can be viewed as a second order effect of the direct spending.

Table I: Cos/-( ~oinponents ofFour Traditional TCO Models

SAP TCO model

hardware/software

investment

i m p1 em entati on

hardware/software

ongoing operations

/\~l4~ ~/v
/‘\\

J4) “•l
..ccg~

!O~TG~~
~.

~3 L~za.
~r
~~

~ ~

[Gartner TCO modeL]

~i~~dware and software

I acquisition

operations

~nisti~ation1

~ end user operations

CoSN TCO model

~ Retro fitting

Professional

Dev~jppment

Software

~ Support

~ replacement cost

Connectivity

continuous improvement
projects

upgrade projects

end user usage

Downtime



The following diagram portrays the common cost categories that have been retained as the

framcwork witliin which the TCO of computer network shall be examined considering the

particular environment of a tertiary educational institution in the developing world. It must he

noted that in developing this model, the researcher heavily relied on the CoSN TCO model

(C0SN. 2001) and the Gartner TCO model (Gartner 2003a).

Figure 1: Components of the Induced TCO model (‘appropriate for ci computer network in a

tertiary educational institution,.)

l~ach cost-category is divided into sub-categories as shown in the table below. Where

applicable, the sub-categories have been identified following Gartner TCO model (Gartner,

2003a). The detailed content of each of the sub-cost category shall be given in the fourth

chapter together with the corresponding financial figures collected from the field.

Hardware acquisition

_______ Software acquisition

~ofitting old buildings Direct Costs
Induced TC
Model

~nicalsu~Podando~erationsJ

administration and professional
development

end-users operations } Indirect Costs

~ime



Ffl’ure 2: 1)etuiled Components of the Induced TCO Model LISF~?y
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Notice that indirect costs are affected as a result of spending too much or too little in direct

costs. The relationship between direct and indirect costs can be summarized in the two

diagrams below. The first diagram represents an institution which is TCO~reduction oriented

whereas the second diagram represents an institution which is not TCO-reduction oriented.

Cost Direct Costs (DC)

A Indirect Costs (IC)

TCO

I — — —

Time

TCO — DC + IC

Figure 3: Effects of Direct and Indirect Costs on the TC() /br a TCO-reduction--oriented

/1751 itu/ion

A TCO savvy institution devotes enough resources for direct costs by maintaining them high

compared to the initial investment. This implies that the institution in question devotes enough

resources for staff development, it provides enough and competent computer support. makes

provisions for regular upgrading of software packages, budgets to replace computers on a

regular schedule, recognizes that many buildings will require modifications of electrical and

cooling systems to accommodate new technology and budgets accordingly, it plans it~~~rk
(J/

!.s~ ~ ‘~4~

~ ~:



Cost

PaVP / 7

Direct Costs (DC)

Indirect Costs (IC)

TC 0

—

—
A

Time
TCO=DC+IC

Figure 4: Eff~cis of direct and indirect costs on the TCO/àr a non-TCO-reduciion-orienied

Inst ito/ion

An institution which is not TCO oriented is tempted to drastically reduce the direct costs after

the initial investment, It assumes that lecturers and staff will learn on the job, that everybody

relics on peer-to-peer informal support; it expects support personnel to manage whatever

software happeiis to be installed on a computer within the institution; it assumes that

equipment purchased in the initial phase will last for ever: it doesn’t care about upgrading the

in a way that provides connection that provides enough bandwidth to manage current

ftiture connectivity needs thus preventing the system slowness and downtime. This maintains

the level of direct costs relatively high, but by doing so, the indirect costs are drastically

reduced and, consequently, the total cost (TCO) is also continuously declining.

1’~f ,

DATE:
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electrical system thus running the risk of causing electrical accidents, and it doesn’t bother

about its connectivity speed. By doing this they intent to reduce the direct costs, but the

indirect costs increase and consequently the TCO is kept ever increasing.

2.3 Review of the Related Literature

2.3.1 Historical Background of Existing TCO Models

Determining IT costs using the TCO is nothing new. TCO has been a steady beacon in the

information technology landscape since 1987 when Bill Kirwin, vice president and research

director at Gartner Group first applied the model to desktop systems (Ernigh, 1999). At the

time, the approach was focused on the end user and broke down the costs per individual user.

Also, the interest was initially in the user’s IT equipment. Over the years, Gartner extended its

analysis and methods. Today, Gartner provides a comprehensive IT costs analysis that takes

into account not just the user’s IT equipment, but also all the systems being used. Gartner

Group has extended the model into local area networks (LANs), client/server software,

distributed computing, telecommunications, mainframe data centers, etc. Like Gartner, many

other companies tackled the determination of customer IT costs, which is why today there is a

plethora of options, methods, and tools for carrying out IT cost analysis.

SAP was one of those other companies which turned their attention to TCO. When the concept

of TCO was still in its infancy, SAP began collecting data about customers’ experiences by

means of direct customer contacts, and then took them into account and developed a software

capable of identifying and optimizing key cost areas. However, the potential uses of SAP

software were simply too many and varied, and the customer requirements too different,

making it impossible to identify all the relevant cost potentials for each individual customer.

Another American company, the International Data Corporation (IDC) headquartered in

Framingham (Massachusetts) used TCO to determine costs a’nd benefits experienced by

medium-size to large commercial sites that had migrated Lotus Domino servers from PC LANs

to lBN4~s AS 400 midrange systems (Emigh, 1999). The study compared 15 PC LAN sites to

I ~ other sites that had migrated from PC LANs to AS 400s. In this stuch. IDC discovered that

the live-year TC’O for \S 400s running Domino was 32% less than that. of the
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2.3.2 Traditional Life Cycle Costing (LCC) Analysis versus TCO

Traditionally, calculating the full range of costs for a product has been done using a financial

technique called “life-cycle costing” (LCC) or “total cost of operation”. The relatively new

notion of “total cost of ownership” has been sometimes equated to the life-cycle costing. For

this reason, it is worthwhile to examine the difference between the two techniques.

According to Suttell (2005), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) of the

United States of America defines Life Cycle Cost (LCC), in reference to the building industry.

as “the total discounted dollar cost of owning, operating, maintaining, and disposing of a

building or a building system” over a period of time. Thus, in general terms. Life Cycle Cost

Analysis (LCCA) is an economic evaluation technique that determines the total cost of owning

and operating a facility over a period of time.

i\ccording to another definition (Barringer and Webcr, 1996). “life cycle costs arc summations

of cost estimates from inception to disposal for both equipment and projects as determined by

an analytical study and estimate of total costs experienced during their life”. According to the

same authors, the objective of life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is to choose the most cost

effective approach from a series of alternatives so the least long term cost of ownership is

achieved. In this sense, LCCA helps engineers justify equipment and process selection based

on total costs rather than the initial purchase price. Therefore, life cycle costs are the total costs

estimated to be incurred in the design, development, production, operation, maintenance,

support, and final disposition of a major system over its anticipated useful life span (Barringer

and Weber, 1996).

According to both definitions given above, there seems to be no major difference between the

TCO and the LCC. In fact there are analysts who consider both notions as synonyms, as two

identical tools which represent “a comprehensive way to calculate the complete range of costs”

(Steelcase, 1999).

1-lowever, it is worthwhile mentioning that the two techniques are often utilized in different

industries, Therefore, whereas LCC analysis is more dominant in the building industry TCO is
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more common in ICT industry. Consequently, their respective computation includes diffei

cost factors. For instance, the LCC analysis of the office workplace requires focusing on

range of cost factors such as (i) the costs of planning and design, (ii) the costs of selection

process and purchasing activities, (iii) the costs of delivery and installation, (iv) the costs of

orientation and training, (v) the costs of move management and reconfiguration, (vi) the costs

of refurbishing maintenance, (vii) the costs of disposal (Steelcase, 1999). In contrast, the TCO

of an ICT equipment include different cost factors such as (i) hardware and software

acquisition, (ii) retrofitting the building, (ii) professional development, (iii) software, (iv)

support. (v) replacement costs, (vi) connectivity, and so on.

V
2

According to what precedes, the TCO and LCC analysis are two financial methods with the

same goal hut which are used in two different industries. This distinction is not without major

implications. For instance, while the LCC analysis should be performed early in the building

design process while there is still a chance to refine the design to ensure a reduction in life-

cycle costs the TCO is a financial tool that can be applied at any time of the life cycle of the IT

investment thus making it possible to reduce the TCO at any time of the investment. Despite

this practical difference though, as analytical tools, the two techniques are theoretically

interchangeable, and for this reason, LCC analysis techniques can be applied in TCO analysis

and vice versa.

2.3.3 Weaknesses of TCO

The first critique points the finger to the complexity of TCO computation. This critique is well

formulated by Greenbaum according to whom “the main problem with current TCO studies in

enterprise software has to do with the extraordinary complexity of enterprises software

implementation and ongoing maintenance, and the difficult even the best intentioned

researchers have obtaining accurate data from a large enough sample size” (Greenbaum.

2005)”. In the same line, according to a study by Forrester Research Inc., a research firm based

in Cambridge, Massachusetts, “78% of all IT administrators acknowledge that they can’t

document whether or not computer costs are rising because they are unable to accurately track

TCO” (Emigh, 1999). V
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Moreover, the same Forrester’s report is sharply critical of TCO dismissing it as “hype” in as

much as it (TCO analysis) tends to exaggerate the cost of ownership of IT equipment. In fact.

concerns over the fact that TCO might show alarming figures constitutc the very reason why

some IT managers avoid practicing the methodology, suggests James Delmonte, president of

iDA Professional Services Inc. in 1-louston, an IT staffing firm that also performs cost-benefit

consulting (Barringer and Weber, 1996). Related to the previous critique is the perceived high

cost of performing TCO analysis, although other analysts suggest that TCO need not be

lengthy or expensive.

Another critique points at obstacles posed by TCO analysis in an interdepartmental setup. John

Malloy. a systems programmer at Partners RealthCare System Inc. in Boston notes that not

for-profit organizations like universities often obtain computer equipments through grants. In

this context, “IT staffers are sometimes unwilling to count this {donatedj equipment as assets if

the IT department isn’t managing it and, therefore, can’t give a true TCO calculation for the

organization” (Barringer and Weber, 1996). For-profit companies can also experience

interdepartmental problem in as much as a lot of IT assets get hidden by being expensed

through different non—IT departments.

A final problem worth mentioning is the existence of various TCO models which may yield

different results for the same investment. In fact, all important IT consultant firms use

significantly different models to analyze the TCO. These different models are capable of

producing significantly different results. For instance, the TCO per PC-client may vary

between USS 2,000 and US$ 12,000 depending on whether the analyst used a Gartner’s,

Forrester’s or Meta’s TCO model (Greenbaum, 2005). The variability of models results in

wondering whether or not it is possible to use TCO for any relative measure of value.



CHAPTER THREE

REsEARcH METHODOLOGY

~ ‘.;

3.0 Introduction ~

This chapter is divided into six main sections. In the first section the researcher indicates the

type of the present research which is a descriptive research and is designed accordingly.

Consequent sections oF this chapter describe the research environment (second section),

identi l~ ~ ho are ~hc subjects and where are these supposed to get the needed inlbrmation (third

sect ion). spell out the instruments used (questionnaire) in collecting the data (fourth sect ion).

then ía! lows the description of the process followed in collecting the data (Ii fih section t and.

final lv. describe the statistical instruments used in presenting and analyzing the data (sixth

sect on).

3. 1 Type of Research Design

Ihe present study used a descriptive (also called diagnostic) research design. According to

Kothari (2003). the determination of whether the research design should be of a descriptive

nature or not is based on the combination of three major factors, namely, (i) the nature of the

initial problem (to describe specific characteristics of existing phenomenon or to evaluate

specific characteristics of a defined target population — the computer network in an educational

structure, in the present study—), (ii) the refinement of the problem as formulated in the

research question(s) and (iii) the expressed research objectives. As the three factors converge

in the present case, the descriptive research design became the most appropriate methodology

For the researcher to follow.

Naturally, a descriptive design must focus attention on (i) defining where to collect the data

and the period it will take (environment), (ii) determining the subjects defining the sample

designing method, (iii) the methods of the data collection (instruments), (iv) determining how

the data will be collected, processed and analyzed and (vi) designing how the findings will be

reported. These issues are, therefore, addressed in the following s~ctions.
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3.2 Research Environment

l’hc research was conducted in Kigali, the capital city of Rwanda, According to the 2002

national census, Kigali has a population of 603,049 people the majority of whom are employed

in the informal sector. The whole country, Rwanda, has a population of 8 million people of

which 25,000 were using the internet in 2002. According to the same census 1,624 households

possessed a computer of which only 923 are connected to the internet. It is against this national

background that the study focused on the growth and management of IT investment

(particularly a computer network) in tertiary educational institutions. As it has been above

mentioned, the three tertiary educational institutions are the Kigali Institute of Education

(KIE). the Kigali Institute of Science and Technology (1<1ST) and the Université Libre de

Kigali (ULK). The presentation of the three institutions shall amply he done in the following

chapter.

3.3 Subjects and Sources of Information

The subjects of this study were the Financial Managers (with regard to collecting financial

information) and Chief Information Officers (with regard to collecting technology-related

information). Personal observation focused on end-users (with regard to collecting information

concerning the level of efficiency of the computer usage). The end-users included the

personnel as well as students who use IT facilities within the selected institutions. In order to

facilitate the respondents to easily locate the needed information, the researcher previously

i denti fled the possible sources of the information.

Following the model established by Gartner (Gartner, 2003a), the researcher took care of

indicating to the respondents the possible source of the needed information. In this regard, it

was indicated that information concerning hardware and software could be gathered from

network diagrams. inventory and asset management records, depreciation records, lease

records, purchase contracts, purchase orders, supplier records. agreements. budgets, and other

financial statements. Information concerning the cost of retrofitting the old buildings could he

gathered from purchase contracts, purchase orders, supplier records, agreements and all

financial statements. In their turn, operations costs could be gathered from Information System

(IS) organization charts, Human Resource (HR) salary records, IS budgets, ma?~x~

— —



surveys, time records, outsourcing contracts, maintenance contracts, IS managemeni

service desk records (Gartner, 2003a). Administration costs could be gathered from

contracts, IS organization charts, HR salary data, training organization charts, training records,

time records. IS budgets and purchasing/managing procurement staff records (Gartner 2003a).

End-users’ operations costs could be gathered from end-user surveys, end-user fhcus groups,

end-user interviews, HR salary data and the training manager (Gartner, 2003a). Finally,

downtime costs could be gathered from end-user surveys IS management. HR salary data.

network and systems management and service desk records (Gartner 2003a).

Although the researcher didn’t have direct access to all these sources of information, indicating

them to the respondents may have helped them to quickly answer the questionnaires.

3.4 Instrument

The data was collected using pre-coded questionnaires. After collecting and editing the raw

data from the field, the data was captured in Microsoft Excel computer application for further

analysis. Quantitative method of analysis was used for analyzing the data. I lowever qualitative

information on some occasions was also used for interpretation of quantitative data. This was

based on personal observations and on considerable amount of secondary data from the

Internet and libraries.

3.5 Data Collection Procedures

/\lter going through the administrative process to obtain from the academic authorities the

permission to conduct the research within selected institutions, the same authorities chose for

the researcher the appropriate persons who could provide information asked for in the

questionnaire.

In KIE. the researcher was directed to the vice-rector in charger of finance and administration.

In this institution, in order to respond to the first section of the questionnaire (dealing with the

determination of the general —and technical— characteristics of the research environment), the

2.5

~
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researcher was referred to the IT department whereby the questionnaire was answered by the

deputy IT Dirccior. In 1(1ST the researcher was also referred to the vice-rector in charge of

finance and administration who ensured both sections of the questionnaire were answered

before returning them to the researcher. In this institution, the help of an assistant researcher (a

student within the same institution) was invaluably helpful, especially when it came to follow

up to make sure the questionnaire was answered to and returned back. In ULK the researcher

was referred to the Financial and Administrative Director who, also, ensured the two sections

were answered before returning them to the researcher. However, it has been established that

the Director referred the questionnaire to the IT department to get the first section answered.

In the three institutions, the researcher had to book an appointment with the indicated person in

order to give directives concerning the questionnaire which, at the first glance, looked to he

complex. In the three institutions it took between two and three weeks to get the questionnaires

answered and returned back. This delay was mainly attributed to the nature of the needed

inlormation coupled with the shortage of time on the side of the respondents who, however.

manifested their will to provide the needed information. In the institutions where the Iwo

sections of the questionnaire were answered separately, it was clear that the first section was

answered and returned faster than the second section. Once the questionnaires were returned

back to the researcher, there followed the task of entering the data and representing them in a

tabular manner. The data concerning research environment was presented in a descriptive

forn~i.

3.6 Statistical Instrument

The financial data collected extended over the five past years (from 2001 through 2005)

(including a sixth year —Year 0— corresponding to the year of the initial investment). In order m

meaningfully be able to add and compare financial data (cash flows) that are incurred at

di flerent times during the life cycle of a project, they have to he made time-equivalent. For this

purpose, the data were converted to their present value (PY) by discounting them to a common

point in time. The NPV discounting method has been chosen among other tools of financial

mathematics. The formula to compute the NPV is as follow:

(~POSTGRAo~ ~f
~ LlBRAri~

DATE:—~””
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Equation 1: Formulafor computing the Net Present Value

For the base year (the common point in time) we have chosen Year 0, i.e.. the year of the

initial investment. This choice has been determined by the fact that the budgeting task is done

at the beginning of the project. Therefore, it is more meaning to assume that the amount of

money spent say, in Year 5 (2005) for technical support corresponds to its PV in Year 0

(discounted amount). This means that if it had been budgeted for initially (in Year 0), the

amount spent in 2005 would correspond to the compounded value of the amount figuring in the

budget made in Year 0.

For the interest rate, we have used 11 per cent. This is the rounded figure of the official

interest rate on deposit (10, 50 per cent) provided by the National Bank (Banque Nationale du

Rwanda) for December 1999. By doing this, we assume that this rate reflects the institution’s

opportunity cost of the money invested in IT over time. We didn’t want to use each

institution’s interest rate for the simple reason that, first, it was not known, second, even if it

was known, we wouldn’t have used it because it tends to be subjective, something that would

NP1’=~ A
‘Q+r~

where

A1 - is cash in flow in period i

r - is the required rate or return used to discount the cash flows

To- is the cash outlay (salvage value at the moment of disposal)

n - is the number ofyears
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havc made it difficult to compare the data from the three institutions (with, supposedly, three

different discount rates).

With regard to the choice a length of time of six years, we assumed that this is a reasonable

period to rcplacc a computer if we take into consideration thc specd at which information

technology is evolving. Thus after six years one can meaningfully talk of replacemcnt and

disposal costs which arc part of the TCO.



CwprsR FOUR

PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

4.0 Introduction

This chapter contains for major sections. The first section consists of a brief presentation of the

three selected institutions, namely, the Kigali Institute of Education, the Kigali Institute of

Science and Technology and the Université Libre dc Kigali. The second section contains

tabular representations of the data collected from the field as regard to direct costs (objective

one). Before displaying the data into the table, the researcher takes care to explain each cost

category and sub-category. While the second section deals with direct costs, the third section is

a tabular representation dealing with indirect costs (objective two). The fourth section deals

~vith the computation of the TCO from the results displayed in the previous sections. The

graphical representation (using the pie chart) is used in order to represent the importance of

each cost category within the overall TCO value.

4.1 Presentation of the Institutions under Study

The first section of the questionnaire sought to gather information concerning the institution

tinder study. In this preliminary section (which describes the research environment more than it

is a presentation of the data), we will briefly present the information gathered in this regard.

4.1.1 Kigali Institute of Education (ME)

Kigali Institute of Education is located in Remera, one of the areas in the outskirts of Kigali

City. mc institute was started in 1998 and it operates within the installations that hosted the

former Institute of Statistics and Applied Economies for Africa and Mauritius (IAMSISA). At

KIE there are three Faculties each with several departments. These faculties include the

Faculty of Science which runs eight departments (Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science,

Computer Services, Geography, Integrated Science, Mathematics, Physical Education and

Physics), the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences with six departments (Communication Skills,

English, French, History, Kinyarwanda and Literature) and the Faculty of Education with eight
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rotates around 2800 every year and the institution employs around 200 academic

academic staff members.

4. 1.3 Université Libre de Kigali (ULK)

I ~Uni~ersié Libre de Kigali (The Kigali Independent University, in English) was created

5~ March, 1996 by the Rwandan Association for the Promotion of Education and Culture

(ARPFC) which later on became the “Association ULK”. ULK is temporary located in

Kinamba area in central Kigali but it has a plan of relocating to Gisozi, a suburb district of the

Kigali City. In 2002, ULK has opened a second campus in Gisenyi, north-western part of the

country. ULK has three faculties, namely the Faculty of Economic Science and Management,

~\ ith its thrce departments of Economics, Management and Rural Development, the Faculty of

Soc ial Sciences with three departments namely Sociology, Administrative Sciences and

Demography, and the Faculty of Law. For the 2006 academic year, ULK has 6,407 students in

both campuses. The present research was limited to the current site of the Kigali campus.

4.2 Presentation of the Results as Regard to Objective One

The first objective of the research was to determine the direct costs of the computer network in

the selected institutions. According to the model we have adopted (cfr. supra —conceptual

framework ), the direct costs include the direct annual IS expenses for acquiring (i) hardware

and (ii) software assets, (iii) retrofitting the facilities in order to build a network, (iv) technical

services and service desk labor fees (technical support and operations) and (v) administration

and professional development fees.

4.2.1 Hardware Acquisition

The hardware cost category within the direct costs accounts for all of the capital expenditure

relating to hardware assets covering the end users and educational functions. Included are

typical software costs that are bundled with the original equipment acquisition where the

software cannot be separated from the asset as part of the original purchase price. Also

included are devices used by IS personnel for personal productivity functions. Hardware costs
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7~ihk’ 3: Direct cost o/ihe computer network as regard to hardware acquisition in KX~~

Ycu 2005 2004 j 2003 2002 2001 Ye~ir 0 Total

J.:9iL~2L9~.i . ~72_L~21 QJ_2~L.i~i~~. .~ 23.669.27~ 102,64P.OP 218.41881
2. Spares ~ 34,932.24 30,82321 86,540.00 227,99L12

3. Supplies 10,851.90 13,067.97! 12,514.72 -~ 21.03080 19,722.89 78,45~00 155,638.28

4. Lpgrades i6,18890j 1673201J 2065075 27,210:12 48.654,00 24,630.00 154,065.78

Total hardware 70,733.04 j 72,91835j89,686.39 107,646.84 ~22,$69.37 ,~ 292,260.00 756,113.99

7~ih1e 4: Direct cost of the computer network as regard to hardware acquisition in LILK (‘in
( 1~’S)

Year ~ ~

I. Acquisition cost 22,077.39 23,737.18J2~0iL92 29,402.52 31,336.78! 132,450M0 237,613.27

2. Spares ji4~15.83]15,743.51ji5~86 15,687.84 , 15,704.43j 48~80.00 ] 125,926.47

3. Supp!ics j14,409.j14,577.08J 15,738A3 j 15,452.36 1, ‘16,398.20 47,200,00 j 123,775.97

~
Total hardware~ 76,314.70 242,910.00 591,195.75

4.2.2 Software Acquisition

‘l’he software category within the direct costs accounts for all ol the capital expenditures

relating to software including operating systems, all server and client applications, database

utilities, educational applications, messaging and groupware applications (c-mail, groupware,

communication and connectivity software). It has been noticed that although all the costs are

tallied on an annual basis in most cases software is expensed only in the year it is acquired. Site

licenses and access agreements are expensed over the duration of the agreement. and software

thai. is licensed under an annual subscription has the annual subscription fee recorded as an

annual expense. The main purpose of software maintenance/support agreement is to obtain

updates and upgrades.
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Software costs were gathered into five sub-categories including (i) personal productivity

applications. (ii) business support applications, (iii) data management and development tools.

(iv) communication applications and (v) others (Gartner. 2003a: 6-7).

‘[he first sub-category (personal productivity) includes the annualized capital expenditure for

all the server and client applications and application foundations including personal

productivity software. The second sub-category (business support applications) the cost of

business so ft\vare including contact management, sales automatiot), order processing, financial.

accounting. institution’s resource planning, technical design and other vertical applications.

The third sub-category (data management and development tools) include the annualized

capital expenditures for all database licenses on servers and clients. It also includes the costs

lhr database utilities, data mining, business intelligence tools, report writers, etc. The fourth

sub-category (communication applications) includes the annualized capital expenditures on

new and upgraded e-mail, groupware and collaboration software. The fifth sub-category

(others) includes the annualized expenditures for new and upgrades software foundations or

middle ware such as internet/intranet, web-site maintenance, transaction processing (e

applications processing) software that facilitate the institution’s operations.

Table 5: Direct costs of/he computer network as regard to so/h rare acquisition in KIE (in
USS)

2O05J20~3 2002 2001 YcarO Total

onal prodtctvty 6,140.40

.J~2.° .52,Ol2O~
Business 2,558.50

vertical 913.22 I 2,108.80 4,222.40 6,505.22 28,450.00 44,758, H
lions .i___ -.‘——~

ta management 5,789.52
‘elopment tools 2,016.20 1,383~O] 2,679.60~5,622~4 25,400.00 : 42,89L46

Communication 3,077.51
lions , . L~i~22d~ 5.68 jl,26l.4O ;, 20,540.00 27,359,5~

I. 2,521.95
~~ j 3d 80.53 27,400.00 49,432.58

ftwarc 7,287.97 I 8,382.48 j 20,087.88 I~ 23,009.64 22,335.79 135,350.00 216,453.~’6

..__._ J____~._i._.__~ .

~ POSTGRADUA~
~ LIEIRARY 5~2l

DATE:~.



13,560.40 12.884.30 54,350.00 103,785.95

7,519.12 j 6,487.20 31,900.00 ; 62,062.69
— .1

4)69.44 10,181 .3OJ 4%4~0.00 J 71,938.54

56,002.40

Table 7: Direct costs ofthe computer network as regard 10 software acquisition in ULK (in
US’S)

4.2.3 Retrofitting

The retrofitting category within the direct costs accounts for all the capital expenditures that

must be spent to wire existing physical facilities in order to supj,ort the network technology.

Retrofitting is not traditionally part of the TCO analysis. But since thc majority, if not all, of

81’!i 10
375.60078

Total

35.16331

3l.787.l0

R.,t

- -‘

Tithle 6: Direct costs ofthe computer network as regard to software acquisition in 1(47’ (in l4BRI~fty

-•n..... ~n.

— 2004J_~9L •L .~99!_ !-•-• ~oqi e 1’!ta!.

I i I

_7.05 I .30_J8~4~9.36

6,023.26 5,270.51

-

I. Personal productivity
applica!ions - _J .1di2~2__
2. Business I

support/vertical 4,862.60
applications
3 Data management and
~ 4,803.30 5,733.30 3,80120 —

4. Communication i .

applications —. .~ —_ S9~3a...J_:...._. 6,7394Q 1: -. - . . . 43,200.00
5. Other

____ 8,242.70 ~787.70 9,283.70 - .13’!95:90jJ2’2.0.~..•t9_i..P$9O.O9

Tot. software acq~lalt1on i?J2b65836 fl±~~L I. %~8?,56

.~. I_ _J~~2004__] 200!_j~jQpZ....j... 2001 j YcarO I
I Personal productivity , ‘

applications .. - !..5.P9.QQ .~?~1JL. !~ 3,434.76 3.712.l2 15,760.00
I Business support/vertical
applica!ions -. . ~M2Q2.2... i 2,715.0LJ 4,407.93 4.051.88 2,892.21 l3.600.00
3. Data management and
tle~elopmcnt tools 4,780.00 .~,l!IqLJ1!Q84! 3353.56 4838.37 19.300.00 39.19731
4. Communication .

applications 5.320.O0 34~7~.~_ .ida8.6~ . 4.628.40 4.28~.76 16.200.00 16.953. 10
c Other

.......; ~&9S0_M3~!4..2~6~0
Total software acquIsitIon :. !~!6Q.QQ L~ ..

4.027.52 . 3.585.98 . 9.320.00
19,446.12 19,317.44 74,180.00

27.056. 44
170,1 5’.96
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educational institutions are hosted in old buildings that have not undergone any major

renovation to support technology, this category constitutes one of the major costs that those

institutions have to face and thus have to anticipate. Wiring existing buildings involve

additional costs, including, in some cases, the cost of removing asbestos and lead, upgrading

the electrical system and improving the ventilation and air conditioning systems. Therefore.

retrofitting costs were gathered into four sub-categories including (i) site alteration, (ii)

transmission system. (iii) electrical system and (iv) ventilation system (C0SN, 1999).

The first sub-category (site alteration) includes the annualized cap~tai expenditure for labor and

contract costs for the necessary transformation of the site. The site includes buildings. offices,

campuses. etc. with dedicated connections to the network. The second sub-category

(transmission system) accounts for the total annualized capital expenditures for acquiring

necessary assets utilized in constructing transmission faci Ii ties or network circuits. These

include media utilized to build circuit facilities such as analog telephone lines, Integrated

Services Digital Network (ISDN), Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), leased and access lines

typically supplied by the telephone company or transmission authority. Network-connected

devices (PCs, terminals, workstations, servers, mainframes, etc.) that support end users’

operations are not included in here. They are included in the hardware cost category. The third

sub-category (electrical system) accounts for the total annualized costs for upgrading electrical

capacity to support technology. It includes costs for installing additional electrical outlets in the

building, acquiring electrical power generators, beef up electrical safety system, changing the

lighting system in the offices, etc. The fourth sub-category (ventilation system) accounts for

the total annualized costs for improving the cooling and ventilation systems.

7~ihIe 8: Direct cost ojilie computer netn’oi’k as regard to retrofitting in KJE (in USS~

Year j2005J 200412003 2002 :2001 Year 0 Total

site alteiation 3 14290 J 4 15829 5497 12 1743364 2189430 13232000 18444625

2 lnnsmission svstLm I 719 70 ] 6 069 39 842112 10 897 04 12 830 24 143 29000 183 22749

electrical system l,4O5.41~ 1,38290 H0,~6090 2.577,88 14,749.37 127,320:00 67,597.46

1. \Cfl anon system 1,9 03.53 ]~ 4,1 51.70~3,$23i3 2,091.42 83,210.00 114,517.78

Total retrofitting j 8,171.54] 15,763.28] 27,902.27 50,246.56 61,565.33 486,140.00 649,788.98
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Table 9: Direct cost of the computer network as regard to reli’oJilting in KIST (in US~ ~

Year 20O5~2O04j2O03~2OO2 2001 Year 0 ~ofaJ~~
I. site alteration

28,268.31 24,976.1020,146.36 21,883.40 42,662.35 I 88,500.00 326,436.52
2. transmission
system J~2 L~J Z7~P~~82i2~L 15,752.80 ,128.67 139,460.00 258,917.40
3. electrical system

26,163.16 I 24,521.39 25,365.70 24,238.20 25,498.30 151,300.00 277,086.75
4. ventilation
system 31,452.72 9,460.27 20~ ~, 14,088.20 28,381.50’ 177,900.00 291,334.02
Fotal retrofitting j 114,905.61 _~3~Q 94,342.86 75,962.60 119,670.82 657,160.00 1,153,774.69

‘l’he support and operations cost category within the direct costs accounts for the technical staff

resources including in-house staff, contractors, and outsourced management and support

contracts. Support and operations costs were gathered into four sub-categories including (i)

technical services. (ii) planning and process management, (iii) database management and

administration and (iv) service desk (Gartner, 2003a: 10—12).

The first sub-category (technical services) includes costs of operations staff and management

contracts in various technical services activities including level 2 problem resolution (which

accounts for labor and contract costs for support staff intervening on issues that cannot he

resolved through standard service desk operator solutions), level 3 problem resolution (which

accounts for labor and contract costs for technicians and administrative labor spent identifying

Table 10: Direct cost of the computer ne/work as regard to retrofitting in ULK (in USS,)

Year ~ 2003~2002 20011 Year 0

I. site alteration

J_~~o 15,826.15 ~, 18,846.52 19,731.90 1: 100,340.00

2. transmission system . I
- 7,63i~iJ 6~4&l79~86.33 j 11,035.081 11,559.83 67,320.00

3. electrical system
78.51~7,763:O2j8,676.97 ‘ 8,379.84 8,766.73 70,290.00

4. ventilation system
7,869.11 9,423,70 10,606.81 10,742.76 12,794.20 57,930.00

Total retrofitting j 33,729.84~ 38,755.79j 44~96.26~ 49,004.20 52,852.66 295,880.00

4.2.4 Operations and Technical Support

‘Total

82,817.78

112,979.32

109,255.07

109,366.58
514,418.75
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and resolving advanced support issues including failure, fault, and accessibility problems with

the network, computers, printers, network communication equipment, operating systems and

applicalions~. traffic management and planning (which accounts For labor and contract Costs

fbr proactivelv monitoring, interpreting, planning and balancing the load placed on the network

communication infrastructure), performance tuning (which accounts for labor and contract

costs for proactively monitoring, interpreting, planning and balancing the performance of

servers, networked systems, and applications), user administration (which accounts for labor

and contract costs for controlling user accessibility to network and application resources

handling tasks such as adding new users and resources, logically moving users to new groups.

password management, or changing user profiles), operating system support (which accounts

fl~r labor and contract costs for time spend managing the operating system including settings,

upgrades service pack installation, driver updates, and licensing), maintenance labor (which

accounts for labor and contract costs for routine tasks that are performed on a scheduled or

interval basis to maintain the availability and performance of servers, clients, printers, and

network communication devices), software deployment (which accounts for labor and

contract costs for deploying new or upgrading exiting custom or purchased software. Software

deployment includes utilities, applications, and messaging software), application

management (which accounts for labor and contract costs for on-going management of

so llware applications including configuration control, access management, launch, monitoring

usage. and the metering of available licenses), hardware configuration/reconfiguration

(which accounts for the labor and contract cost for reconfiguring existing solutions within the

network, including adding hardware subcomponents, upgrades, physical moves, or

conhguralion changes. Items included are system upgrades, performance enhancements,

topology changes, switched networks changes, other physical or logical changes, and setups to

the hardware settings), hardware deployment (which accounts for labor and contract costs for

installing and deploying new hardware including servers, clients, peripherals, network

communication devices, and networks. The labor allocation for the disposal of displaced or

retired hardware is also included here), disk and file management (which accounts for labor

and contract costs for installing and deploying new hardware including servers, clients,

peripherals. network communication devices, and networks. The labor allocation for the

disposal of displaced or retired hardware is also included here), storage capacity planning

(which accounts for labor and contract costs for monitoring, managing, and optii
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and oil-line storage capacity to assure enough capacity is available. Includes file deletion ai

purging. This category does not include database management and administration), backup

i rchivjiw and recovery (which accounts for labor and contract costs fbr the backup of

nc{ \\ ork and dc,~ktop data. restoring lost or damaged files or data. and the archiving and

retrieval o i~ data) and repository management (which accounts or labor and contract costs for

managing the central disk or tape repository including tape library management and oil-site

storage monitoring and management).

~l’he second sub-category (planning and process management) accounts for the costs of

operations staff and outsource contracts for performing any of various planning and process

management activities including account management (which accounts for labor and contract

costs for working with and managing the relationship between IS and the business units.

ivpical tasks include business unit alignment, application and infrastructure requirements,

business case development, and project management), systems research, planning and

product management (which accounts for labor and contract costs for identifying

infrastructure needs, reviewing configurations, setting standards, researching options, as well

as identifying and documenting planned changes. Documentation of existing architectures and

configurations, simulation and modeling of new systems, TCO Lifecycle Management, and

standards development by IS personnel are tasks that are included here), evaluation and

purchase (which accounts for labor and contract costs for evaluation and testing of servers,

clients, networks, applications, and systems prior to purchase and rollout, and the direct IS

labor associated in supporting procurement efforts, including the support of legal and

purchasing departments), security and virus protection (which accounts for labor and

contract costs for proactively detecting or preventing security violations, security restriction,

access management, or virus infection, and defining the process for recovery from such

violations or intrusions should they occur) and business recoveiy (which accounts for labor

and contract costs for creating business recovery and management plans including backup and

restore procedures, tape management, hot-site and cold-site planning, record keeping, and

business recovery team management and organization).

The third sub-category (database management and administration) includes the costs of

operations staff performing database management and administration tasks which include
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index management, replication, log administration, data recovery, optimization, and other

maintenance tasks.

The fourth sub-category (service desk) accounts for the costs of operations staff performing

service desk acti~ities, particularly tier 0 and tier I resources. Tier 0 refers to call taking and

logging without providing problem assistance or resolution. Tier I refers to first and second

level non-dispatched problem assistance or resolution delivered via phone. e-mail or on-line

communication. Tier II and tier III support is allocated to technical services in the operations

category.

7~ihle 1!: Direct cost 0/computer network as regard to operations and technical support in
KJE (in (JSS)

Year 2005 ] 2004] 2003j 2002 2001 Year 0 j Total

I. Technical
Scr\ ices ...!.4~ 1,4 ~3 ~649 ]
2. Planning and
process j 10,923.06 11,394.11 11,900.68

~ .J ~_._~J
3. Database mgt
and adimin 15,299.40 14,563.90 15,424.10

4, Service desk I
10,786.67 1 11,644.53 11,198.92

Total Tech.
Support&op. 51,413.10 ] 52,225.75~ 53,17194

14,697,20 5,497.20 16,230.00 90,100.82

12,439.84 12,821.23 10,200.00 69,678.92

17,287.48 19,065.16 21,670.00 103,310.04

10,718.40 10,118.23 9,200.00 63,666,75

55,142.92 57,501.82 57,300.00 326,756.53
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Table 12: Direct cost ofcomputer network as regard to operations and technical support DATE:.

K/ST (in USS,)

IYear 2005] 200412003 2002 2001 Year 0 Total

• Technical I
services 16,21 22,630.06 20,007.47 25,439,96 33,544.23 35,320,00 153,154.34

L.~._l__ __,

2. Planning and
process 18.51 21,312.06 25,548.45 28,484.96 30,156.47 32,430.00 156,451.33
management ~ ___J___. .

3. Database I
management and 16,65 17,819.36 19,371.50 26,081.44 25,534,34 30,230.00 135.694,01
administration ~ ~ ~.~

4. Service desk
17,37 18,794.68 17,317.39 25,626.72 . 28,462.59 29,300.00 136,876.28

j...~ -—

Total Technical
Support and 68,76 80,556.16 82,244.81 105,633.08 117,697.63 127,280.00 582,175.96
Operations 4.28 1

Table 13: Direct cost ofcomputer network as regard to operations and technical support in
‘IX (in USS~

Year 2005] 2004 I 20P3~ 2002 ~ 2001 Year0 Total

1. rech~ical services

J 1098236 114l388j1201033 1240736 1294737 326000 7302130
2. Planning and process
managemen I .106 £9 ., I l,848~2 12,712 1,627.84 .L1 ,974:29 . 11,230.00 . 70.499,93

3. Database management
and admh~istrat on J 9,29131 j 10,47 8 01 1~38O.20 9,094,40 ], 9,397,43 2,320.00 50,962.44

4. Ser’eice desk
886a35 j 979933 j l0,43~ 37 1071840 994704 903000 5879149

Total Technical Support I
and Operatio us ~4~1 ~, ~ ,43,$48.00 1 44,266.13 35,840.00 253,275.16

4.2.5 Administration and Professional Development

‘l’hc administration and professional development cost category within the direct costs accounts

for the direct labor expenses and fees associated with providing administrative services to the

IS organization and infrastructure. Administrative and professional development costs were
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gathered into two sub—categories, namely, (i) finance and administration and (ii) end—user

training (Gartner. 2003a).

The first sub—category (finance and administration) cost category accounts for finance and

administration labor and fees, including costs for supervisory management (which accounts

(‘or labor and contract costs for resources and services primarily responsible for exclusive

supervisory efforts, particularly middle and executive managers (Chief Information Officer and

Management In formation System Director, etc), IS administrative assistance (which

accounts for labor and contract costs for administrative support personnel, particularly direct

assistants to middle and executive management, as well as general department administrative

support personnel), asset management (which accounts for labor and contact costs for

managing depreciation records and lease contracts, and performing asset inventories — physical

or automatic management —, asset identification and tracking, asset database management.

change recording, and reconciliation), budgeting and chargcback (which accounts for labor

and contract costs for budgeting and chargeback tasks including the management of central IS

and business unit IS capital and operational budgets, and the assignment and accounting of

appropriate chargeback systems), auditing (which accounts for labor and contract costs for

auditing tasks including the review of IS contracts, relationships~ asset records, the processes

and compliance to written policies), purchasing, procurement and contract management

(which accounts for labor and contract costs for procurement of end-user and IS hardware and

soitware. services, and training, and legal personnel and services that draft and negotiation

purchasing agreements. site licenses, and other procurement related contracts), and vendor

management personal (which accounts for labor and contract costs for working with and

managing hardware, software, application, and service vendors, including IS labor time spent

in vendor meetings, writing Requests For Proposals (RFP5), reviewing proposals, dealing with

vendor issues, and other vendor management related tasks outside of the product research and

evaluation tasks listed under Operations).

The second sub-category (end-user training) accounts for the IS staff and contracts for

performing tasks that include end-user training course development (which accounts for

labor and contract costs for the development of end-user training courseware and CBT.

Includes other end-user training tasks not related to instruction time, such as coord1~i~ij~,

f~POsTGR~)H
L(BRA ~y( N

~DATE:,,,.,,~
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end-user training (which accounts for labor and contract costs for instructional delivery of —:
~NllQ1

end-user courses). Note: the time/cost of end-user attending training is not included here but~’n~’

the und-user Operations category. ~POST ~

~ LI~, y

\~ DATE~,
Thble 14: Direct cost of the computer network as regard to administration and professional ~
development in KIE (‘in US$,)

Year 12005]2004 2003 ] 2002 20011 Year 0 I Total

Finance and
administration I ,J~•P~~ 15,9Q7.08 j 16,53335 17,490.00 , 92,840. 0

2. End-user training I
~ 1.~ 19,766.24 2l~68O.4O~ 23,155.70 23,380.00 23,202,27

l’otal Administration and
Professional DcveIopmcntj3l,6l8.76j31,67~J 34,605.54 37,587.48] 39,689.05 40~70.00 216,042.37

7~tble 15: Direci cost of/he computer iietwork as regard to adniinistration and pro/essional
(/c’~’e1opn1e11t in /41ST (in USS,)

Year j ] 2004j 2003 2002 2001 Year0 Total

1 . Finance and I I
administration j 26,714.65 32,554.60J31,90815129,962.80 35,202.07 34,260.00 190,602,27

2. End—user training
28,914 68,29,977.9l~ 31,798.50: 34,672.4O~35,54445 j37,020.O0 197.927 94

Total Administration and 1.
Professional DeveIo~mcntI55,629.33162,532.51J 63,706.65 ~. 64,63S20 1 70,746.52 1 71,280.00 388,530.21

Table 16: Direct cost ofthe computer network as regard to administration and professional
development in ULK (‘in US$,)

Yen -~ 2005 20041__2003] 2002L20~ Year0 Fotal

1 . Finance and
administration ~i0,H8.23 j ~430.00 j, 59,104.24

2. End-user training I I
21,780.O0 , I 1~Q69~l,0

Total Administration and I
Professional Development 24~7L4~J 26,742.22J 28,633.27 I 3O,385.o4]3o,922.32]31,2io.0o~ i72~64.34
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4.3 Presentation of the Results as regard to Objective Two

The second objective of this study was to determine the indirect costs involved in the

performance of networking operations as regard to (i) end-users’ operations and (ii) downtime.

4.3. 1 End-users’ Operations

The end-user operations cost category within the indirect cost expresses the productivity losses

resulting from IS operations effectuated by end-users (instead of performing their habitual

tasks) or from the unavailability of the IS services. The end-user operations costs were

gathered into five sub—categories, namely, (i) peer support, (ii) causal learning, (iii) formal

learning, (iv) application development, and (v) file and data management (Gartner, 2003a: 22-

24).

The first sub-category (peer support) cost category accounts for the annual labor expenses for

end users supporting each other in lieu of obtaining technical support from service desk or IS

personnel. Typical tasks performed by the end users include troubleshooting and repair,

support, maintenance, installation, training, and backup management. Particularly, these tasks

are performed extensively by end users in remote offices that are not staffed by dedicated IS

personnel or covered by support contracts. Peer support is the reliance on a knowledgeable

resource, typically the unofficial “expert” in providing support answers and in resolving

technical issues, Peer support often involves assistance of one or more peers to resolve key

issues. increasing per incident costs further.

l’he second sub-category (casual learning) accounts for the annual labor expenses of end users

training and supporting themselves in lieu of formal training and support programs. Time

includes reading manuals, using online help, trial and error. and other self-learning methods to

learn programs and resolve issues. The third sub-category (formal learning) accounts for the

annual labor expenses for all the course time spent by end-users on computer system and all

application training. The fourth sub-category (file and data management) accounts for the

annual labor expenses for the end-user time spent managing files and data including end~~~v~r_
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performed file system maintenance, organization, optimization, backup and recovery. The

sub-category (application development) accounts for the annual labor expense of end

performing development and customization of non-business/mission critical applications

(infrastructure software) such as notes scripts, access databases, and office scripts.

The end-user IT expenses are determined using end-user surveys. Each of the sub-categories

requires hours spent performing a specific task over a given period (a week or a month). Using

an average burdened salary for all users, the labor hours collected from the survey responscs

are translated into annual person hours, and multiplied by annual burdened salaries to obtain

annual costs (Gartner, 2003). Thus,

Equation 2: Formula for con?putzng the annual end—users ‘ operations costs

Unburned salaries are obtained from Human Resources (using job level averages) and the

burden rate is sourced from accounting (specific for a target end-user population).

4.3.2 Downtime

The downtime cost category within the indirect costs expresses the annual losses in

productivity from planned and unplanned outages of the network resources, including client

computers. shared servers, printers, applications, communication resources, and connectivity.

In other words, these are losses in productivity due to users’ inability to use the system. The

cost is only measured as lost wages (productivity). As such. downtime is typically computed as

follow (Gartner, 2003a: 26):

Annual end-users’ operations costs = annual person hours * annual burdened salaries

where

burdened salaries unburdened salaries * the burdened rate
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Annual downtime hours * % productivity impact to users when downtime occurs *

end-user burdened salary

Equation 3: Formula for Computing the Downtime Cost

Notice that only downtime that causes loss of productivity is cQnsidered. However, a more

aggressive estimate of true downtime costs would include an estimate of lost business revenue

due to downtime.

Table 1 7: Indirect cost of the computer network as regard to end-users’ operations and
downtime in KIE (‘in US’S,)

Year j__2~_J 2004 2003~2002j 2001, Total

I. Peer support 118,288:12 j 18,807~6 j 19,393.43 j19,837.16 j20,290.52

2. Casual lean~ing ~ J~ L 133004:85

3. Formailearning ~Ji5,068itJ 15,657.84~ 89144.77

4. Fjj~ anddatamanagcment ~ 18,928.56 i9,394~7 j 19,429.98 J19,58544 .1 19,668.83 I l554~,l8

5. Application development ~]h902.21 7678~ 28

6. Downtime 2~349j6~ 44~58.0i 224279.54

Total End-user Operations and 114,110.99 121,143.97 125,965.92 130,439.68 131,681.15 748721.71
Downtime ~ .~1

Table 18: Indirect cost of the computer network as regard to End-users’ operations and
downtime in KIST (in US$,)

Year ~ 2002 J__~cL~L Year0 ~ T~al

I. Peer support ,J_.~~±2 1.~.i~Z7~7 ~2?~5~’P~ ~095:16 43,210.00 215840.26

2. Casual lcarningJ27,473.69~ 31,183.88J 35,416.95 .~2 ~ j 31,200.00 166691.81

3. Formal learning 192916.38
30,361.60 26,452.26 30,168.37 30,985.92 37,148.23 37,800.00

4. File and data , 9641 5.72
n~anagemen~j1l.4.03.39i~~J9J 12,660.92 ,,J15,704.08 iS~S24:2327~3SO.OOj

5. Application 90401.5
development JJ3,7i53J~,204.68J 14,057.13 l2,43~84j~

6. Downtime ]~7~9~ 12 8,175 iJ.~.P~2~1!J. 134,645.84 119,535,67 6054982

Total End-user I I 1367763.87
Operations and 183,936.74 244,653.75 j 254,475.72 270,566.52 238,891.14 175,240.00
D ~.._ _~__~i~ i

/~ ~U
(~POSTGRADUATE ~\
~E LlBi~%A$?Y i~

~DATE



h,hk’ 1 9: Indirect cost of the computer network as regard 10 End/-users’ Operations
l)owniinic iii tILK (in USS~

Year }2005j2004 2003 2002 2001 Year0

I. Peer support
~ i~558.86j 13~62.39~ I3~99.65 13,290.00

2. Casual learning I
i38i1i~3O0.3OIi5,285.21 12,464.20 j 11,938.25 14,320.00

3. Formal learning
~ i3,6H.22~ i3,99~7 1,163.83 H J54~0:P0

4. File and data
management i2,119.01~11,49L32 10,783.36 110,298.43 10,570.00

5. Application
development 10,330M6~~ j7~3~ 12,334.69 ,940.0

6. Downtime
j 30,527.64j 31,005.95 36,57193 38,691.80 .~° I ~P.P9

Total End-user Operations

J..2~2~i2~22~i 96~54.92HO3,768 .17 108,81000

Total

7623 o .95

$2047.77

83531.29

67495.71

60642.53

220863.64

59081 4.89

4.4 TCO Computation (Analysis) and Graphical Representation
(Interpretation)

The formula to compute the TCO is as follow:

TCO= H+S+R+S&O+A&FD+EO+D

where

TCO — Total Cost of Ownership in present-value (PV)

Fl PV l-lardware acquisition

S — PV Sofiwarc acquisition

S&O = PV of Support and Operations

A&PD PV Administration and Professional Development

D PV Downtime

R = PV Retrofitting

Equation 4: Formulafor computing the TCO
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According to the above given formula, and using the data obtained previously, we can now

compute the total cost of ownership of the computer network over the chosen six years for the

three institutions.

/01)/c’ 20: The Cost of Ownershzp of/he Computer Network/ar the Five Years in KIE (in US’$,~

....~ 1
Totil softw’ue acquisition 2164376 —

fotil ietiofittmg — 64978898
1 ot9l Tcchnical Suppoit and Operations J — 1 326 756 53
Total Administration and Professional I I I 216,042.37
P~l?~L ~ L_
lotal End user Opetations and Dp~q~~n~j 74872171 -

TCO j 2,913,87734

A graphical representation (with the aid of a pie chart) of the above figures displays the

proportional importance of each cost category. The first pie chart represents only the direct cost

(without the cost of end-users’ operations and downtime).

Figwe 5: Pie Chart of the 1’CO in KIE exclusive of indirect

f~ POSTO PA DUATE ~
\~ LIBRARY ~J

.1

~ DATE:
*1

The Cost of Ownership of the Computer Notwork for the Five Years in KtE
(Without Indirect Costs)

source: Field data

Administration and
Professional Development

(US$216,042.37)
10%

Operations and Technical

(US$32~’756.53)

Hardware

~ (US$756,113.99)
37%

Retrofitting (US$649,768.98)
29%

Soflwarn
1US$ 216,453 761

9%
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Table 21: The Cost of Ownership of the Computer Network/or Five Years in KIST (‘in US’S,~

hardware acquisition 1,314,029.71

so~wareacquiSItlOn i_i j 375,600,78

etrctting____j_,_j__J ,~... 1,153,774.69

Technical Support and Operations . 582,175.96

Administra~on and Professional Developmentjj j j 388,530.21

1~nd-uscr Operations and Down~rne ____ j 36~7.

1___..__.~.! . 5,181,875~22

1.r”

~ CSy~ ~:
~ ~ ‘i~c 3~F

DATE:The Cost of Ownership of the Computer Network for the Five Years in KIE
(Including Indirect Costs)

source: Field data

Fnd.users’ Operations and
Downtime Hardware

756.113 991
27%26%

(USS 748,721 71)~ ~S

Administration and Sofl,vsrn
Protessonal Development

7,,(US$216,042 ~~(USS216 453 76)
7%

Operations and Technical
Support

(US$326,756.53)
11%

Retrstitting (US$649,789 98)
22%

Figure 6: Pie Chart of the TCO in KIE inclusive of~ndirect costs



The Cost of Ownership of the Computer Network for the Five Years in KIST
(Without Indirect Costs)

source: Field data

Admnistra5on and
Proffessional Development

(US$38853021)
10%

Operabons and Techocal
Support re (US$1,314,029 71)

(US$582,175.96) 35%
15%

Retrofitt~~~
Sottwaro

(US$375,600.78)
(US$1,153,774.69) 10%

30%

.50

Figure 7: Pie Chart of the TCO in KIST exclusive of md/red costs’
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27%
Downtime (US$1,367,763~ ~

Administration and
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(US$ 388530.21)

Software

7%

Operations and Technical
Support Retrofitting

(US$582175.96) (US$1,153,774 69)
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Figure 8: Pie Chart of/he TCO in KIST inclusive of indirect costs’

Table 22.’ The Cost ofOwnership of the Computer Network for Five Years in ULK (in (15$,)

l’otal hardware acquisition . ~ ] 591,195.75

‘l’otalsoflware acquisition . L 1 ] , 7,0 57.96

Iota ing j ~ 514,418.75

Total Technical Support and Operations ~~~ ,_._J 253,275,16

Total Administration and Professional ~ , 172,164.34
Development .~_._. ___._~...__i__L__L_. L ..~ i..

Total End-user Operations and Down~me ~~ : ,

TCO , ~ 2,292,026.85

The Cost of Ownership of the Computer Network for the Five Years in KIST
(Including the Indirect Costs)

source: Field data

fr~Dt 2’Jc

Hardware (US$1,314,029.71)
26%
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The Cost of Ownership of the Computer Network for the Five Years in ULK
(With no Indirect Costs)

source: Field data

Adm n:stralion and
Proless:onal Tra ning

(US$172 164 34)
11%

Flwd~vre
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15%

I~’i~iire 9: Pie Chart of/he TCO in ULK exclusive of indirect costs



The Cost of Ownership of the Computer Network for the Five Years in ULK
(Including Indirect Costs)

source: Field data
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Figure 10: Pie Chart of the TCO in ULK inclusive of indirect costs



CHAPTER FIvE

DiscussioN, REcoMMENDATIoNs AND CoNcLusioN

5.0 Introduction

This final chapter contains three major sections. The two first sections are dedicated to the

discussion of the findings of this study as regard to, on the one hand, objective one (direct costs

which include hardware and software acquisition costs, costs of retrofitting old buildings.

costs related to technical support and operations and the cost of administration and staff

training) and, on the other hand, objective two (indirect costs — which include the cost of end

users~ operations and the cost related to the system downtime). The third section is a general

conclusion which gives a brief summary of the study as well as a number of remarks which

contained the recommendations given above in a compressed form.

5.1 Discussion and Recommendations as Regard to Objective
One

l’hc first objective of the research was to determine the direct costs a computer network in

selected institutions. The direct costs include the direct annual IS expenses for acquiring (i)

hardware and (ii) software assets, (iii) retrofitting the physical site in order to build a network,

(iv) technical services and service desk labor and fees (operations and support) and (v)

overhead and training fees (administration and professional development).

5.1.1 Hardware

The first important aspect worth mentioning about the obtained results is that the computed

TC() of computer networks within the studied institutions is strikingly low (around USS 1500

on average in the three institutions) compared to the TCO in the business world which can run

as high as USSI 1,000 per year per one networked computer (IDC, 1997). In fact, the figure

yielded by the business setup analysis might discourage any educational
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administrator who would like to invest in an IT project. Therefore, it is somewhat encouragi~ Li~1~ ~

\ b,1~
to find out that the TCO for educational institution is lower than the TCO in the corpora\~

\vorld. This considerable difference results from varying factors of which we can mention the~~0 ~

ollowing:

(i) The surveyed educational institutions purchase less-expensive PCs at larger

discounts than businesses do. In fact, most of the schools purchase components and

locally assemble the components instead of buying branded equipments which are

more expensive in purchasing and servicing.

(ii) Some educational hardware and software packages are priced lower than business

hardware and software applications.

(iii) Educational institutions typically use their computers for a longer period (up to 10

years) compared to businesses (around 3 years, according to IDC (1997)).

The following recommendations emanate from the above made considerations:

(i) In acquiring IT material, educational institutions should prefer buying locally

assembled equipments rather than buying branded ones. Although the former are

sometimes acquired without any supporting guarantee, their cost of acquisition is

relatively low and if provided with an adequate support they do function as

efficiently as the branded equipment despite the existing disparity between the costs

of the two categories.

(ii) Concerning the branded equipments, it is worthwhile for the institution’s

administrator to effectuate a previous survey about the different offers and find out

whether or not there are vendors who procure IT equipments at a discounted price

for educational institutions. In this regard it is not surprising to find out that the

cheaper option is granted by a foreign vender, meaning, in acquiring IT equipment,

one must go beyond the domestic market to conduct a survey of different offers on

the global market. In this regard, the use of the internet resources can be of a great

importance.

(iii) A longer life cycle of any equipment depends much on the quality of the service

and the compatibility with the new technology. For educational institutions to retain
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their IT equipments for a long period and without getting outdated, it is important,

on the one hand, to provide them with an adequate service support. and on the

other, to target the latest equipments for the initial acquisition. Acquiring the most

advanced technology (despite being relatively expensive) will guarantee a longer

period in service before it gets obsolete.

One of the big challenges IT decision makers face when they try to standardize

computers in an educational institution is the impact of donated computers. Often,

well-meaning local businesses and NGOs may offer to donate older computers to

educational institutions and those that desperately need technology often agree to

accept them.

Experienced IT managers, however, recognize that these computers will often

create more headaches than they are worth (Barringer and Weber, 1996), as in fact

it happened one to JUST in relation to IT equipments donated by GTZ. While the

computers may be free, there are usually substantial costs associated with upgrading

them to the standards of the institution’s network. For instance, sometimes

institutions can run into problems when software licenses are not transferred

properly. Therefore, when the computers are extremely old, it will turn out that the

donors have simply transferred their hardware disposal problem to the beneficiary.

It is therefore advisable to have a policy in place specifying what kind of computer

an institution is willing to accept. This can also protect the institution technology

staff if it turns out that the administrative authorities are accepting sub-standard

computers for the institutions and then expecting the technical staff to support them.

Occasionally a potential donation could be large enough that it would, in fact, create

a new standard for an institution. Further, a thin client network such as the one used

in libraries may enable an institution to manage a mix of older-model computers on

the same network. However, because the variety of operating systems and hardware

models will always tend to increase the costs of providing support, IT managers and
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administrators should be well aware of the potential negative impact of a donate~y.j~~ 3/v~
computer before they agree to accept one. ~

V
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5.1.2 Software
OK~

According to the data gathered from the surveyed institutions, the cost of software represents

less than 1 0 per cent of the total technology budget in the three institutions, a figure which is

proportionately low compared to costs incurred for software acquisition by ordinary for-profit

businesses which spent around 30 per cent (IDC, 1997). The low cost of software acquisition

in educational institutions can be attributed to the following factors, among others:

(i) Educational institutions budget only for basic application software without including

the costs of software that are considered purely instructional such as the electronic

curriculum materials.

(ii) The relative homogeneity of computer software used within and outside the surveyed

educational institutions. This is mostly due to the relative low level of development of

the software industry and the quasi absence of non-Microsoft software in the

developing world.

(iii) Direct connections to the internet helps saving online subscription fees and

telecommunication costs. The use of the resources of the World Wide Web (many of

which are available for free) also reduces subscription fees.

From the above mentioned factors, the following recommendatioi~s can be made:

(i) Limiting the diversity of software titles that an educational institution uses is one

way to help control other parts of the TCO equation, by limiting the number of staff

that will be needed to support the applications and the amount of training the

number of staff that will be needed to support the applications and the amount of

training staff members will be needed. However. this may entail trade offs in terms

of meeting users~ needs for particular kinds of application or instructional offerings.
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(ii) TCO can be controlled if the end-users are encouraged to use the same version of

software if they work at home and if software packages are upgraded at the same

time across the institution. Money can be saved, too, when the installation and

upgrading of software can be controlled centrally over the network. But, as

mentioned above, this software homogeneity may entail trade offs in terms of

meeting varying end-users’ needs.

(iii) The use of the resources of the World Wide Web (many of which are available for

free) also reduces subscription fees. However, there may be hidden costs associated

with the use of free web resources, in terms of the amount of time it may take

lecturers and students to identify those resources and organize them for any

efficient use.

5.1.3 Retrofitting

The cost of renovation of older building occupies a considerable s ~are in the TCO of the

surveyed institutions (around 30 per cent) of the total cost of IT technology. Actually, it has

been argued that modernizing an older building costs twice than the investment in wiring a new

construction (CoSN, 2001). This relatively high cost can be attributed to the fact that:

Wiring existing buildings involve additional costs, including, in some cases, the

cost of lead removal and the cost of upgrading the electrical and the ventilation

systems.

(ii) It has been also found out that institutions with wireless solutions spent relatively

less on retrofitting than those which opted for wiring older building.

By way of recommendation,

(i) Concerning the first remark, the best time to wire a building is when it is under

construction, or in the case of an existing building, when it is being expanded or

renovated. In fact, up to 15 per cent (one half) of the total cost of technology

systems related building modifications could be saved if both initiatives are planned

and implemented at the same time.
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(ii) Educational institutions can avoid some of the costs of retrofitting older building if(~PQSiGE~

they arc able to take advantage of wireless solutions. A part from being cost saving,~ ~
DATE:~..~

\vircless solutions represent the advantage of easily extending networks to “portable \,,~

classrooms”, or to buildings that will be wired in the future. In addition, wireless ~900 ~

solutions offer more flexibility in as much as they allow deploying computers and

connectivity right to a lecture room when it needs them. In this regard, the three

studied institutions are moving in the direction of wireless connectivity to manage

their costs and increase the flexibility of their network. Nevertheless, at the present

day, the bandwidth capabilities of wireless solutions are less than those of the best

wired solutions, which means, institutions will need to carefully evaluate how they

intend to use a network and whether a particular solution is technologically feasible

and will meet their bandwidth needs.

5.1.4 Operations and Technical Support

A tier computers arc installed and networked, an institution will need people to help maintain

its network and other hardware, and to help users solve the problem they encounter with their

computers and software packages. With regard to operations and technical support, the results

obtained lead us to the following remarks:

(i) Surveyed educational institutions have low levels of support, usually one person for

every 600 computer users, compared to 1:50 ratio in the business environment

(C0SN, 2001), As a result, this cost category represents less than 15 % of the TCO

in the three surveyed institutions, a figure that is low compared to a figure between

30 and 40 % of the total IT investment dedicated by educational institutions in the

developed world (California Department of Education, 2001).

(ii) One consequence the lack of sufficient support staff was lengthy equipment

downtime when computers and other equipment were not available for use. In all

the three institutions, repairs for some equipment reportedly took as long as two

weeks or more. This reveals that when an educational PC fails it can get taken out

of service for several days, a situation contrasting with the business setup whereby a

computer is usually repaired or replaced within an hour or two.
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l’he previous remarks lead us to the following recommendations:

(i) The number of support staff required will depend on several variables, including the

number of workstations and the variety of operating systems and software

applications that must be supported. The state of Maryland, for instance, completed

a four-year technology plan in late 1998 with a funding projection that assumed that

there would be one support person for every 500 computer users (Maryland State

Board of Education, 2003). In another guide to school networking published by the

state of Washington, the “fully-staffed” model assumed that each full-time

technician would support between 100 and 250 users (Washington State. 1998).

F-Iighly standardized networks can reduce the number of support staff required by a

factor of 10, according to some estimates—from one staff person for every 50 to 70

computers to one for every 500 to 700 (Arizona Society of Technology Directors,

I 997). These varying figures reveal that there exist a big range of recommended

levels of support.

An interesting factor in this regard is that some analysts would argue that there is no

correlation between the level of technical support and technology users’

satisfaction. Some institutions provide relatively good tech support, but uscrs~

expectations are also high and in their view, the support falls short of what is

needed. Conversely, some institutions provide sub-standard levels of support, but

users apparently have such low expectations that they report that they are satisfied.

A determination of technological support needs, therefore, should be tied to an

institution’s own technology goals. An institution that is attempting to be “state-of

the-art” will likely have greater needs for regular support than will a district where

technology is merely an after-thought. As in business, though, managing rising tech

support costs will probably be a major challenge for many institutions’ technology

directors.

(ii) When an educational institution network crashes, lecturers may resort to going back

to teaching “the old fashioned way” until it is fix~d. If a lecturer room or a
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computer lab malfunctions, students are simply expected to “double up” on t~’ ~

computers that are still working, This can work as a temporally solution and he\~

reduce the TCO of computer networks. Howevcr, it has to been noted tha~~
~ OO)~ ~

equipment downtime may result in the loss of productivity, on the one hand, and the ~

loss ol’ interest in the use of technology when this becomes unreliable following

lengthy downtime period, on the other hand.

Following the above mentioned considerations, it remains clear that a critical part of

monitoring technology support needs is benchmarking. The best way to track the

adequacy of the technology support is by maintaining records on such things as the

amount of time the network is down or the number of computers that need repairs.

Unless institutions attempt to measure the results that their budget for technology

support is able to achieve, they will have no way of discerning whether they are

doing an adequate job, and whether additional financial resources can make a

qualitative difference. The technology plan should state how lecturers obtain

technical support, the expected response time, the number of full-time staff needed

for technical support, whether students will be involved in providing technical

support, and how they will do so. If technical support will be provided in-house.

institutions are strongly encouraged to establish the maximum number of machines

that each technical support person can maintain and ensure that as the amount of

technology expands, the level of technical support is maintained according to the

pre-determined ratio.

Another way of tackling the challenges of providing adequate tech support and

managing growing networks is through the adoption of the so-called “thin client”

network and Application Service Providers (California Department of Education,

2001).

In a thin-client network, very little computing power resides in the desktop device.

Most of the applications run on a centralized server. This approach requires a very

reliable network and substantial bandwidth but means that less money will have to

be spent on desktop computers or appliances. This type of network may be

appropriate, for instance, to access the library database. Moreover. institutions that
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want to evaluate this approach will want to review what kinds of applications they

want or need to run and whether they will be appropriate for this kind of network

infrastructure. Software programs that incorporate extensive multimedia features or

involve the manipulation of large amounts of administrative data may be more

difficult to support. Furthermore, in this type of network setup, institutions will

probably have to be prepared to devote more resources to network configuration

and management.

The Application Service Provider approach involves putting a third party in charge

of an institution’s applications and running them on the third—party’s servers. This

will probably involve tradeoffs in the amount of flexibility an institution will he

able to enjoy, but should provide savings in the costs of providing technology

support and network management. TCO experts believe this approach is well suited

for customers who want more predictable costs when their network grows and in

instances when it is hard for a customer to retain qualified technology support

people (California Department of Education, 2001). In fact, many institutions may

complain that it is hard to find technology support staff when they can earn higher

salaries in private business. TCO specialists advise, however, that contracts with

Application Service Providers should be carefully written to provide protections in

case problems occur down the road (C0SN, 2001). Institutions will also want to

review how their own data will be managed and protected in these kinds of

arrangements, and whether those controls are adequate.

5.1.5 Administration and Professional Development

\\ith regard to operations and technical support, the results obtained lead us to the following

iv i a ks:

(i) i\ II the three surveyed institutions dedicate less than 1 0 per cent of their techno og~

budget for staff development, a figure that is much less than the required percentage

which varies between 20 and 30 per cent (Education Week (1998).
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(11) None of the three educational institutions possesses a clear training program foi~

lecturers; moreover, there is no clear tool for measuring lecturers’ IT~

and their capability to improve the use of IT media in the lecture room.
*

From the above mentioned remarks we recommend the following: ~ v~’~’~

(i) Staff development is the budget item that is most critical to any educational

institution’s ability to achieve its technology goals. fnadequatc staff training will

lead to under-utilization of computers and a loss of return on the institution’s

investment in technology. If teachers and other staff members do not understand

how to use new technologies and incorporate them into the classroom, the

institution’s technological investment will not achieve its desired results. The

importance attached by developed countries staff development in technology proves

the importance of this point. For instance, already 10 years ago, the US Department

of education recommended that schools districts devote 30 per cent of their

technology budgets for staff training and development (U.S. Department of

Education, 1996). Likewise, the Massachusetts software Council noted that many

businesses match every dollar they spend on computer hardware and software with

another dollar for training (Fryer, 1998). The same study recommended that at least

one-fourth of a school’s technology budget be set aside for staff training. The

previous examples can help in setting IT staff training budgetary standards by

administrators of educational institutions.

(ii) Despite the possible budgetary benchmarks, staff training is not a one-size-fits-all

sort of proposition in an educational institution. Individual lecturers and staff

members can vary widely in their previous experience with technology and their

readiness to learn. Therefore, it is recommended that the institution shapes its staff

training programs in such a way that they fit the different levels of technological

proficiency. In this respect, firms have developed tools which are available to help

institutions to define and measure the technological capabilities of their staff

(National Educational Technology Standards, 2000).
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On the other hand, distinction must be made between lecturer’s individual

technological capabilities and the ability to integrate new technologies into the

lecture room experience. In other words, the fact that lecturers are proficient in the

use of technology doesn’t necessary mean that they make full use of their

potentialities in their lecture room experience. This has to be enforced especially

when not all students can access a computer at home.

(iii) Furthermore, educational institutions must not forget to provide adequate staff

development for its own technology staff. In fact. if those staff members arc not

encouraged to increase their own knowledge about new and evolving technologies,

the institution will not be able to make the best possible decisions when it comes to

planning for and purchasing new technology. In fact, institution that devote

adequate resources to staff development should also see a correspond drop in the

cost of providing technology support because staff members will be in a better

position to address their own problems without having to seek help from outside.

5.2 Discussion and Recommendations as regard to Objective Two

The second objective of the research was to determine the indirect costs of computer networks.

The indirect costs include the cost annual cost of lost productivity related to End-Users’

operatiOns and downtime.

5.2. 1 End-users’ Operations

In i.he three surveyed institutions considerable IS tasks are performed by end users. This is due

mainly to two major reasons:

(i) IT support team is not always available when needed leaving end users to provide

management and support for themselves; moreover, sometimes, IT support team’s

services do not meet end users’ expectations. This situation leads to the fact that
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surveyed educational institution heavily rely on technologically savvy students or

teachers to help with support.

(ii) In all the surveyed institutions there is no dircci way to capture how much ti~i~
/~

end users spend supporting themselves and each other,

l~
4

By way of recommendation,

(i) Falling back on technologically savvy lecturers or students to help with support can

be beneficial for an educational institution. However, this can mean that lecturers

and students are pulled away from their primary duties. Moreover, when support is

inadequate, the institution will lose some of the value of its investment in

technology when hardware is not repaired quickly. Therefore, the decision to adopt

this apparently “cheap formula” should be balanced with the consideration of the

possible lost productivity on behalf of the involved end-users. In fact, the self

technical support by students and/or teachers shouldn’t constitute a hindrance to

their usual activities. For instance, repairing broken down equipments by students

as a class exercise and under the supervision of a professional can cut the cost

without resulting into loss of productivity. It is also advisable for institutions to

capture the (indirect) cost of end-users support operations.

(ii) With regard to capturing the cost of end users’ operations it is recommended to

regularly conduct valid surveys in which statistically significant sample must be

used and in which samples must be representative of the entire organization being

analyzed.

5.2.2 Downtime

With regard to the indirect cost related to downtime, it is worthy recalling that

downtime cost occurs following user(s) waiting for a service desk problem to he

resolved from an infrastructure issue due to planned maintenance, or unplanned

failures (e-mail inaccessibility, network outages, database outages, etc). From the

experience of the surveyed institutions we have been able to retain the following

remarks with regard to downtime:
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(i) The surveyed institutions do not possess effective way to track the cost of

system reliability and downtime, and, consequently, are unaware of the

detrimental impact it can have on the organization?s productivity. In addition to

this, losses in business revenue (different from losses of productivity) due to

the system downtime are not measured. Moreover, service desk problem

reports are not structured to record downtime impacts for specific issues.

(ii) Related to downtime is the issue of slowness of the connection due to low-

bandwidth connectivity. In fact, in the three institutions the cost of connecting

to the Internet constitutes a relatively small proportion of the total costs of the

institution’s technology. This is due to the perception that whatever bandwidth

is made available, an educational institution will find ways to put it to use.

By way of recommendation,

(iii) With advances in technology, it is relatively easy to capture the measurements of

downtime. The question is posed to IT professionals and end-users themselves to

consistently keep records of the system downtime. Among the useful tools that can

be used in this regard figures the reliability calculation method used in the Life

Cycle Analysis. Reliability is an engineering discipline to ensure that a component,

assembly, plant, or process performs its intended function, without failure, for the

required time duration when installed and operated correctly in a specified

environment (Barringer & Associates (2003a). If the reliability determination

method allows controlling the cost of unreliability, likewise, as an analytical tool, it

can help IT professionals to control and reduce the TCO by reducing the cost of

downtime.

(iv) Educational institutions may decide to purchase a cheap but low-bandwidth

connectivity. l3efore making this decision, educational institutions must be aware

that there will be a tradeoff in terms of the speed with which students and staff can

communicate, connect to the Internet, and download graphic and video-intensive

files. This, in turn, could have an impact on how staff members and students spend

their available time. Educational institutions would, therefore, be well advise
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assume that their future bandwidth needs will increase, and to plan a connectivity

solution that can grow as those needs grow.

I;~ ~
~

5.3 General Conclusion *

This study strived to identify the major cost factors enshrined in the TCO of a computer

network in a tertiary educational institution. We discovered that apart from the initial

acquisition and installation, there are other additional and continuous costs which must be

taken into account. In fact, computers and networks will require ongoing maintenance,

technical support, and, in the case of computers and peripherals, regular replacement. In

addition, lecturers and other staff members, especially the IT support staff, will continue to

require new training as new pieces of hardware and new software applications are introduced.

Moreover, as environmental and safety regulations become more and more enforced in our

society today, educational institutions must be aware that one day they will have to pay a fee to

dispose of their IT equipments (such as computers) when they can no longer be used.

The experience of the surveyed institutions has led us to the conclusion that most educational

institutions’ budgeting practices often do not allow setting aside money for all those additional

costs associated with owning a computer network over a lengthy period of time. When an

institution has just installed and interconnected a dozens of brand-new multimedia computers,

it is quite easy to relax and forget about budgeting for those additional costs related to

maintenance, technical support, professional training, replacement, and so on.

Apart from poor budgeting practices, other factors can explain the failure of educational

institutions to properly control the costs of their IT investment. For instance, educational

institutions frequently get only the initial phase of their technological proJects funded by a

large. and often extraordinary, infusion of funds from a bond measure, a state grant. a donation.

or even an NGO funded program. In this case, an institution which receives a discretionary

grant in one year is likely to lose any of the funds it has not spent by the end of the fiscal year.

As a result, educational institutions are compelled to purchase computers and associated

equipments at once, but they are not allowed to save money to maintain or replace those

equipments once they have become obsolete. This can make it harder for educational
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institutions to come up with sources of funds for their ongoing technology operating expenses.

The following testimony by an IT research firm proves the above mentioned difficulty.

“[IT] program components that were hardest to fund (...) were those heavily dependent
on staff positions (maintenance, training, and technical support). Staffing was difficult
to fund because some funding sources could not be used for staffing and because some
sources were not well suited for this purpose. For example, bonds and special levies
passed by the districts we reviewed could oniy be used for capital expenditures.
[institutions] officials also pointed out difficulties both in using one-time grants for
ongoing staff positions and in attracting funding for staff from outside supporters”
(GAO, 1998).

To deal with a budgetary imbalance due to increasing and unplanned-for cost of technology,

many IT managers and IT related-decisions makers in educational institutions are often

tempted over time to cut computer support and training costs to improve their bottom line.

However, this practice ends up being counterproductive because, instead of effectively

i-educing the cost of IT (perceived comprehensively to include direct and indirect costs) the

practice increases it by increasing the indirect costs linked with end-users’ operations who try

to technically support themselves and with the loss of productivity due to the system downtime

or unreliable connectivity. In fact, cuts in end—user training budgets result in an increase in

user-induced outages, diminished technology utilization, poor productivity and peer support

that disrupt normal operations.

Consequently, time wasted on system failures and unproductive user’s activities increases the

TCO by increasing the indirect cost. For instance, in one research, the Gartner Group, an IT

consultant firm, has reported that when support budgets are trimmed too aggressively, “every

S I in budgeted savings can actually lead to $4 worth of lost productivity” (Sitrix Systems Inc..

2000). But, as educational institutions and teachers are essentially judged on the basis of the

performance of their students, avoiding productivity losses should be the most important factor

in their budgeting decisions. Consequently, the decision to maintain professional training and

technical support costs at a very low level to the extent that it results into loss of productivity is

unacceptable in any educational institution.

The previously made considerations indicate that there is a need for IT managers and

institutions’ decision makers to think differently. Concerning the lack of appropriate
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practices. we suggested that educational institutions must puichase new computers on

planned (and reasonably short) life cycle and replace them on the same cycle. Another way

reducing the cost of IT equipment replacement and other related problems is to negotiate lease

agreements with a reliable vendor under which computers will be replaced on a regular

schedule (School District of Hilisborough County (2006). This method will help solving

problems related to the cost of replacement of old equipments as well as it will increase the

advantages related to standardization. Another way of reducing this difficulty is to acquire the

newest equipments which can sustain a longer life cycle. For instance, in the event an

institution’s IT manager is unable to predict when they will have the financial resources

available to replace their computers, it is recommend that he/she purchases computers with as

much processing power and memory as the institution can afford. In that way, the hardware

will be better prepared to handle new or expanded software packages as they become available

on the market.

In addition to the previous consideration, there is a need for change in the decision making

process with regard to IT equipment because the kind of centralized decision-making that

generally leads to reductions in the TCO is not always easy to sell to the top management. In

fhct, IT department would have to convince the rest of the institution authorities to change its

IT equipment buying habits. For instance, the decision to centralize the purchase of computers

br the sake of standardization, despite being beneficial for the overall institution, may become

unpopular because it would imply IT department taking the power of choice away from the

end-users who normally include renowned university professors who think of their power to

select their own PC or laptop technology as an unquestionable right. Therefore, TCO reduction

initiatives in educational institutions should be supported by the institution’s top administration

if they are to succeed. For this to happen, administrators must recognize that there may be a

price to pay in the costs of long-term maintenance and support if individual department and/or

end-users are permitted to make their own decisions on which technology to buy or how

technology will be deployed within their department.

All in all, understanding the full range of costs associated with technology investments will

assist educational institutions’ leaders in planning for the future. The TCO analysis is designed

to help such institutions make sound budgetary decisions. conduct technology planning in an

organized way, establish a baseline for future analysis and maximize benefits from their

investments in technology, in this case, in a computer network.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Research Instruments

Questionnaire
Marcellin Mugabe
Kampala International University
School of Postgraduate Studies
Masters of Busi ness Administration and
Management
P.O. Box: 20000 Kampala, Uganda

August 5, 2006

l)ear respondent,

I am Marcellin Mugabe, a student at the School of Postgraduate Studies of the Kampala
International University, academic year 2005/2006. I am currently conducting a research on
“Assessing the Cost-Components of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of Computer
Networks in Tertiary Educational Institutions” Case Study of Three Institutions in
Kigali, Rwancla as a final requirement for the award of Masters in Business administration
and Management.

The research seeks to evaluate important cost factors involved in the determination of the TCO
o[ computer networks in tertiary educational institutions. The TCO will be evaluated, on the
one hand, in terms of directs costs related to networking itself gathered into seven sub
categories (hardware, software, retrofitting, support, operations, administration and
professional development), and on the other hand, in terms of indirect costs gathered into two
categories (end-user operations and downtime).

I kindly request your assistance by answering this questionnaire. The information provided will
he used strictly for the research purpose. Any information given will he treated with
confldcntiality.

With regards,

Marcellin Mugabe

E-mail: mugabcm~gmai 1. corn
±250-08400139
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Section 1

Questionnaire to determine the general characteristics of the
environment

*****

Par 7~

Names of the Respondent (optiona1)~

Position in the institution:

Institution:

*****

Answer2

Question

Fotal number of students on the campus

Total number of lecturers?

~T otal number of administrative staff?

I ist of Faculties1

How many people are formally employed in the IT service (department)?

I low many computers operating within the institution (including personal laptops)?

Ho~~ many of the computers are branded?

I lm~ many of the computers are locally assembled?

I low long (on average) do computers stay in use in the institution?

How many separate building on the campus?

No Quantity

List of Departments

1.2...

1.3. etc.

2.1...

2.2...

2.3. etc.

2 Please, leave the answer-box blank if you don’t know the answer.

Please, use the backside of the paper or a separate sheet of paper to complete this information.

VD

S,~.
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Nxtcnsion of the area covered by buildings on the campus (specify the

measurement)?

I low may classrooms/lecture rooms?

Is there a local area network (LAN) in this institution?

Are there computers in classrooms?

Are the computers in classrooms connected to the LAN?

I low many computer—labs on the campus?

...~~~

_._____~j____:_j

Arc computers in the computer lab connected to the LAN?

Overall number of computers connected to the LAN?

Does the institution have an intranet?

If yes, do lecturers paste academic (didactic) information on the intranet?

Is the institution connected to the internet?

Ilow many computers within the institution arc connected to the internet?

I low many network printers within the institution?

I low many ordinary printers?

I low many network scanners within the institution?

I low many ordinary scanners?

Do you share data thought the network within institution?

I
—.~. ._.__...J .} .——..— J J

I I

I.. I

__.__j ~ j~...___... ~—

j.~

J...—————. I -

~ \Th~-~

/K~~ L~
(~POSTGR,~D;j
~< LI$RAIRY

Do you have the VoIP service within the institution?

Does the institution have a domain name?

Does the institution offer a customized e—ntai I service (with the domain name

cx tension)
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Item

Scr~ er (communication management controller —CMC—)

Network personal terminal (PC used by the network staff)

Router

Bridge

Bridge/router

Modem

Channel service unit (CSU)

Data service unit (DSU)

Multiplexor (MUX)

Network Switch

hub

/\ntenna

Ampli tier

Switch

Network (ordinary) scanner

Network (ordinary) printer

Other (specify)

What type of physical medium does the network use within the organization?

i) Usual telephone cables? [1
ii) Coaxial cables?
iii) Fiber optic cables?
iv) Wireless (electromagnetic waves)?
v) Electrical wires?
vi) If the institution has internet services, who is your internet service provider

(TSP)

Which and how many of the following network devices is the institution using?

total number

I
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What type or network connection does the institution use?

i) Peer-to-peer network?
ii) Client/server network?
iv) Other type of network

‘v\ThaI. kind of network structure (typology) does your institution use?

i) Bus topology? L
ii) Ring topology?
iii) Star topology?
iv) Token ring topology?
v)Tlybrid?
vi) Other topology

What king of technology is your institution using?

Ethernet?
Fast Ethernet’?
Token ring?
FDD I (fiber distributed data interface)?
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)?

POST

~
DAT!

3-’

N
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Section 2

Form to determine the direct costs (part 1-5) and indirect costs (part 6) of the
computer network

Names of thc Respondent (optional):

Position in the institution:

Institution:

Part I: Determine the direct cost of the computer network as regard to hardware acquisition

The hardware cost category within the direct costs accounts for all of the capital expenditure
relating to hardware assets covering the end users and educational functions. Included are
typical software costs that are bundled with the original equipment acquisition where the
software cannot be separated from the asset as part of the original purchase price. Also
included are devices used by IS personnel for personal productivity functions. Hardware costs
were gathered into four sub-categories including the (i) acquisition cost, (ii) expenses for
upgrades, (iii) expenses for spare parts and (iv) supplies.

Year 12005 J2004 2003 2002 2001 Year 0
I.Acquisitioncos[J~j .,.-... I

2. Spares ~...-.-.-..... ....~.. ........~..~~ ..~.... I
3.S j .

4Aipgrade ~J L I I

lnjoved any educational discount on any of the products? YesEi NoE

• The f3rst sub—category (acquisition cost) includes the annualized acquisition amount of
server, client, peripheral and network hardware.

2. The second sub-category (spares) includes the total annualized capital expenditures for
spare assets including such components as disk drives, processors, motherboards.
network cards, removable media devices, and other server, client, peripheral, or
network replacements or components.

3. The third sub-category (supplies) includes the total annualized capital expenditures for
consumable IS supplies as diskettes, recordable/rewritable DC, programmable CD
ROMs, backup tapes, removable media and any other computer supplies for clients,
servers. peripherals, and network assets.

4. Finally. the last sub-category (upgrades) accounts for upgrades made to clients, servers,
peripherals and network assets. These include upgrades to hard drives, processor.
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memory. network connectivity, removable media, and uninterrupted power supp~i~~
Such upgrades are not included in the original purchases bundle or are purchased/a~er
original installation.

\~i~ OF~’t~””

Part 2: Determine the direct costs o[the computer network as regard to software acquisitioiN~o1.

The software category within the direct costs accounts for all of the capital expenditures
relating to software including operating systems, all server and client applications, database
utilities, educational applications, massaging and groupware applications (e-mail, groupware.
communication and connectivity software). It has been noticed that although all the costs are
tallied on an annual basis in most cases software is expensed only in the year it is acquired. Site
licenses and access agreements are expensed over the duration of the agreement, and software
that is licensed under an annual subscription has the annual subscription fee recorded as an
annual expense. The main purpose of software maintenance/support agreement is to obtain
updates and upgrades. Software costs were gathered into five sub-categories including (i)
personal productivity applications, (ii) business support applications, (iii) data management
and development tools, (iv) communication applications and (v) others.

‘ear 2005 j2004 2003 2002 2001 YcarO

Personal productivity applications J J j
Business supportivertical applications
l)ata management and development tools j
Communication applications I
Other I _______ ]

Enjoyed any educational discount on any of the products? YesE NoD

The first sub-category (personal productivity applications) includes the annualized
capital expenditure for all the server and client applications and application foundations
including personal productivity software.

2. The second sub-category (business support applications) the cost of business software
including contact management, sales automation, order processing, financial,
accounting, institution’s resource planning, technical design and other vertical
applications.

3. The third sub-category (data management and development tools) include the
annualized capital expenditures for all database licenses on servers and clients. It also
includes the costs for database utilities, data mining, business intelligence tools, report
writers, etc.

4. The fourth sub-category (communication applications) includes the annualized capital
expenditures on new and upgraded e-mail, groupware and collaboration software.

5. The fifth sub-category (other) includes the annualized expenditures for new and
upgrades software foundations or middle ware such as internet/intranet, web-site
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maintenance, transaction processing (c-applications procc~sing) software that facilitate
the institution’s operations.

Part 3: Determine the direct cost of the computer network as regard to retrofitting

Year j2005J20O4~2003 2002 2001 Year 0

-

2:traasmiss~nsystemI ____ ____

3. electrical system ___~J_ ~ i
~

1. The first sub-category (site alteration) includes the annualized capital expenditure for
labor and contract costs for the necessary transformation of the site. The site includes
buildings, offices, campuses, etc. with dedicated connections to the network.

2. The second sub-category (transmission system) accounts for the total annualized capital
expenditures for acquiring necessary assets utilized in constructing transmission
facilities or network circuits. These include media utilized to build circuit facilities such
as analog telephone lines, Integrated Services Digital Network (JSDN), Asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM), leased and access lines typically supplied by the telephone
company or transmission authority. Network-connected devices (PCs, terminals.
workstations, servers, mainframes, etc.) that support end users’ operations are not
included in here. They are included in the hardware cost category.

3. The third sub-category (electrical system) accounts for the total annualized costs for
upgrading electrical capacity to support technology. It includes costs for installing
additional electrical outlets in the building, acquiring electrical power generators. beef
up electrical safety system, changing the lighting system in the offices, etc.

4. The fourth sub-category (ventilation system) accounts for the total annualized costs for
improving the cooling and ventilation systems.

Part 4: Determine the direct cost of computer network as regard to Technical Support and

Operations

~cu I 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 Ye91 0

l.Tclil cry i~~s j .~

3. Planning and process managcmentj - - -

3. l)atabasc management and administration I
4. Serviced

——.-..:.~..- _..._j..._._~
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The first sub-category (Technical Services) includes costs of operations staff
management contracts in various technical services activities including
o level 2 problem resolution (which accounts for labor and contract costs for sui

staff intervening on issucs that cannot be resolved through standard service desk
operator solutions)

o level 3 problem resolution (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
technicians and administrative labor spent identifying and resolving advanced
support issues including failure, fault, and accessibility problems with the network.
computers, printers, network communication equipment, operating systems and
applications)

o traffic management and planning (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
proactively monitoring, interpreting, planning and balancing the load placed on the
network communication infrastructure), performance tuning (which accounts for
labor and contract costs for proactively monitoring, interpreting, planning and
balancing the performance of servers, networked systems, and applications)

o user administration (which accounts for labor and contract costs for controlling
user accessibility to network and application resources handling tasks such as
adding new users and resources, logically moving users to new groups, password
management, or changing user profiles)

° operating system support (which accounts for labor and contract costs for time
spend managing the operating system including setfings, upgrades service pack
installation, driver updates, and licensing)

o maintenance labor (which accounts for labor and contract costs for routine tasks
that are performed on a scheduled or interval basis to maintain the availability and
performance of servers, clients, printers, and network communication devices)

o software deployment (which accounts for labor and contract costs for deploying
new or upgrading exiting custom or purchased software. Software deployment
includes utilities, applications, and messaging software)
application management (which accounts for labor and contract costs for on-going
management of software applications including configuration control, access
management. launch, monitoring usage. and the metering of available licenses)

o hardware configuration/reconfiguration (which accounts [‘or the labor and
contract cost for reconfiguring existing solutions within the net~~ork. including
adding hardware subcomponents, upgrades, physical moves, or con figuration
changes. Items included are system upgrades. perlormanee enhancements, topology
changes, switched net\vorks changes, other physical or logical changes. and setups
to the hardware settings)

• hardware deployment (which accounts for labor and contract costs for i nstal Ii ng
and deploying new hardware including servers, clients. peripherals, network
communication devices, and networks. The labor allocation for the disposal of
displaced or retired hardware is also included here)
disk and file management (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
installing and deploying new hardware including servers, clients, peripherals.
network communication devices, and networks. The labor allocation for the
disposal of displaced or retired hardware is also included here)

o storage capacity planning (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
monitoring, managing, and optimizing online and off-line storage capacity to assure
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enough capacity is available. Includes file deletion and purging. This category does
not include database management and administration)

• backup archiving and recovery (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
the backup of network and desktop data, restoring lost or damaged flies or data. and
the archiving and retrieval of data) and

o repository management (which accounts for labor and contract costs for managing
the central disk or tape repository including tape library management and off—site
storage monitoring and management).

2. The second sub-category (Planning and process Management) accounts for the costs of
operations staff and outsource contracts for performing any of various planning and
process management activities including
o account management (which accounts for labor and contract costs for working

with and managing the relationship between IS and the business units. Typical tasks
include business unit alignment, application and infrastructure requirements,
business case development, and project management)

o systems research, planning and product management (which accounts for labor
and contract costs for identifying infrastructure needs, reviewing configurations,
setting standards, researching options, as well as identifying and documenting
planned changes. Documentation of existing architectures and configurations.
simulation and modeling of new systems, TCO Lifecycle Management, and
standards development by IS personnel are tasks that are included here)

o evaluation and purchase (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
evaluation and testing of servers, clients, networks, applications, and systems prior
to purchase and rollout, and the direct IS labor associated in supporting
procurement efforts, including the support of legal and purchasing departments)
security and virus protection (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
proactively detecting or preventing security violations, security restriction, access
management, or virus infection, and defining the process for recovery from such
violations or intrusions should they occur) and

o business recovery (which accounts for labor and contract costs for creating
business recovery and management plans including backup and restore procedures,
tape management, hot-site and cold-site planning, record keeping, and business
recovery team management and organization).

3. The third sub-category (Database Management and administration) includes the costs
of operations staff performing Database Management Administration tasks which
include index management, replication, log administration, data recovery, optimization.
and other maintenance tasks.

4. The fourth sub-category (Service Desk) includes for the costs of operations staff
performing service desk activities, particularly tier 0 and tier I resources. Tier 0 refers
to call taking and logging without providing problem assistance or resolution. Tier I
refers to first and second level non-dispatched problem assistance or resolution
delivered via phone, e-mail or on-line communication. Tier II and tier III support is
allocated to technical services in the operations category.
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Part 5: Determine the direct cost of the computer network as regard to administrr~on apd~’~y

professional development \ D~1~
\~

~ . .

Ycar ]20~~ 2002 2001 YcarO

I. Pinancc and administra~on ] j .

2. End-user training

1. The first sub-category (finance and administration) cost category accounts for finance
and administration labor and fees, including costs for

o supervisory management (which accounts for labor and contract costs for resources
and services primarily responsible for exclusive supervisory efforts, particularly middle
and executive managers (ClO’s, MIS directors. etc.)

o IS administrative assistance (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
administrative support personnel, particularly direct assistants to middle and executive
management, as well as general department administrativesupport personnel)

o management (which accounts for labor and contact costs for managing depreciation
records and lease contracts, and performing asset inventories -- physical or automatic
management —, asset identification and tracking, asset database management, change
recording, and reconciliation)
budgeting and chargeback (which accounts for labor and contract costs for budgeting
and chargeback tasks including the management of central IS and business unit IS
capital and operational budgets, and the assignment and accounting of appropriate
chargeback systems)

o auditing (which accounts for labor and contract costs for auditing tasks including the
review of IS contracts, relationships, asset records, the processes and compliance to
written policies)

o purchasing, procurement and contract management (which accounts for labor and
contract costs for procurement of end-user and IS hardware and software, services, and
training, and legal personnel and services that draft and negotiation purchasing
agreements, site licenses, and other procurement related contracts). and

o vendor management personal (which accounts for labor and contract costs for
working with and managing hardware, software, application, and service vendors,
including IS labor time spent in vendor meetings, writing request for proposals (RFP).
reviewing proposals, dealing with vendor issues, and other vendor management related
tasks outside of the product research and evaluation tasks listed under Operations).

2. The second sub-category (end-user training) accounts for the IS staff and contracts for
performing tasks that include

o end-user training course development (which accounts •for labor and contract costs
for the development of end-user training courseware and CBT. Includes other end-user
training tasks not related to instruction time, such as coordination) and
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• end-user training (which accounts for labor and contract costs for instructional
delivery of end-user courses), Note: the time/cost of end-user attending training is not
included here but in the und-user Operations category.

Part 6: Determine the indirect cost of the computer network as regard to end-user operations

and downtime

Year - J.__L~~~ ~ ~L~9Q~_ L2~Q1 ._JX~a~
i.Peersupportj ~

5. Application dcvelo2ment JJJ ~ ~ i
6.Downt~e I _____J___ _____

1. The first sub-category (peer support) cost category accounts for the annual labor
expenses for end users supporting each other in lieu of obtaining technical support from
service desk or IS personnel. Typical tasks performed by the end users include
troubleshooting and repair, support, maintenance, installation, training, and backup
management. Particularly, these tasks are performed extensively by end users in remote
offices that are not staffed by dedicated IS personnel or covered by support contracts.
Peer support is the reliance on a knowledgeable resource, typically the unofficial
“expert” in providing support answers and in resolving technical issues. Peer support
often involves assistance of one or more peers to resolve key issues, increasing per
incident costs further.

2. The second sub-category (casual learning) accounts for the annual labor expenses of
end users training and supporting themselves in lieu of formal training and support
programs. Time includes reading manuals, using online help, trial and error, and other
self-learning methods to learn programs and resolve issues.

3. The third sub-category (formal learning) accounts for the annual labor expenses for all
the course time spent by end-users on computer system and all application training.

4. The fourth sub-category (file and data management) accounts for the annual labor
expenses for the end-user time spent managing files and data including end-user-
performed file system maintenance, organization, optimization, backup and recovery.

5. The fifth sub-category (application development) accounts for the annual labor expense
of end users performing development and customization of non-business/mission
critical applications (infrastructure software) such as notes scripts, access databases,
and office scripts.

The end-user IT expenses are determined using end-user surveys. Each of the sub
categories requires hours spent performing a specific task over a given period (a week
or a month). Using an average burdened salary for all users, the labor
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from tlie survey responses are translated into annual person hours, and~
annual burdened salaries to obtain annual costs (Gartner, 2003). Thus. 1<

6. The downtime cost category within the indirect costs expresses the annual losses in
productivity from planned and unplanned outages of the network resources, including
client computers, shared servers, printers, applications, communication resources, and
connectivity. In other words, these are losses in productivity due to users’ inability to
use the system. Downtime is typically computed as follow:

Annual end-user operations costs annual person hours * annual burdened
sal aries
Where

burdened salaries unburdened salaries * the burdened rate

* DAT!::

Downtime annual downtime hours * % productivity impact to users
when downtime occurs * end-user burdened salary
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